


Dear kr Wiener; --

It was upon your kind recommendation that I ventured
to see Dr, John Brobeck who is the chief in charge of neuro-
physiology at U, of P,'s dept,of Physiology. Well, for the
first time in my life, I was inarticul ate, All I could manage was
to show him some tentative writing along the lines of math-
ematics as related to neurology.

The world of medicine is so far removed from the world
of electronics, &amp;s to Rave left me stumped for words to. convey
my ideas, Although his gracious manner and hospitable Jeft
nothing to be desired, I must say that insofar =as nid ability
to assay my words dealing with the quantitative aral ysis of
thought, there was an impasse, We parted on cordial terms of
course, end thanked him for extending the best in his nature,

However, I came away with the distinct impression that
the world of medicine does its thinking in no more than
four dimensions, and this is mostly chemical, There seems
to be no continuity between the adage that " A chemical
shange is an electrical change,"

He did mention Ward LicCoullough in Biophysics, but I
feel distinctly that is off the track of my objective,

Iook here Kr, ,Wiener, I will donate any smount you
say to the school fund if you will lend your candid opinion
to the enclosed article, I sincerely believe it will open the
door to 2 new division of scientific labor, All I ask is that
you be reasonable with me,

You are sable to think in more dimensions than the saversge
professional man, On this basis I believe you are capable of
assigning the proper evaluation toc my very hard won hypothesis,
Just ask yourself, "How many people are capatle of thinking
in the terms of the ratios of inverse squares"? Of course you will
recognize that Ohm's Iaw is tased upon this conception.

Remember, it is the best in all my lifetime that I have
put into this article. So on that note I solicit your kind=-
ress and consideration .

Sincerely yours
’ —\ K 1 o AAs i.

Peter Campione

2026 Fairmount Ave,

Phila, 30, P=,
P.S, If the possibility of this work having a tearing on the
computer mentioned that might help our protlem of national
defense has any significance, waste no time in writing to me,

And yes, let me put you straighton one thing, my success
in the electronics field has been a fact for some years now,
Irun a TV sales and service shop and have one man helping me,
There is no desire on my part to get into medicine, just perlaps

a contribution or two that I may be able to make to that field,

and thereby solve some problems they are having.
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COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM, INC.
485 Madison Avenue. New York 22. New York « PLaza 1-2345

February 1,1955

Dr.Norbert Weiner
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridgse, Massachusetts

Dear Dr. Weiner:

It would be a great pleasure to have you as
my guest on my radio program, "This Is New York".
This 1s a feature program now heard nightly
on CBS Radio from 11:30 to 12, fifteen minutes
of which consists of an infcrmal chat with a
very prominent guest. The brief chat can olcourse
be recorded here at {BS any time convenient for
you and ofcourse absolutely no prevaration is
nece ssarve

"This Is New York has been broadcast for the
past nine years, Some of the personalities that
have visited with me recently include Dr. Arnold
Toynbee, Mr. Harry Truman, Emperor Selassie,
Dr. Ralph Bunche, Dr. Norman Vincent Peale,
Senator Lehman, Secretary Talbott, Secretary
Stassen, Walter Reuther, Helen Hayes. Yehudi
Menuhin, Herman Wouk. etc..

If you remember Dr, Weiner, I had the honor
of chatting with you on my program about a year
and a half ago in connection with the book you
did for Simon &amp; Schuster. I do hope that I
can have the pleasure of talking with vou again.

Cordially,

io (oom QAhE
Bill T,eonard





February 1, 1955

Professor J, J. Burckhardt
Bergheimstrassgd 4
Zurich 22, Switzerland

Dear Pirofeassor Burckhardt:

£ am returning the proof after a second careful reading,
and retain most of your suggested corrections. The slight
confusion between4 and M should be clear after the present
corrections; the same for J and H . By the notation L I
mean the class of measurable ebgolutely integrable functions,
and by the notation [, , the class of those measurable functions
whoae second power of the modulus is integrabl:

thank you again for your Cetsil

J. bE)
~ ny
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THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO

CHICAGO 37 «- ILLINOIS

COMMITTEE ON STATISTICS

2 February 1955

Professor Norbert Wiener
Department of Mathematics
Ifassachusetts Institute of
Cambridee, Massachusetts

Technology

Dear Wiener

I write on behalf of Professor Alexander ¥olin
who is currently Associate Professor of Physics in our
(subundergcraduate) College and in the Division of the
Biological Sciences. Folin is being dismissed from this
University and is looking for another position, of which
he is, I think, most deserving.

Kolin is an experimental physicist, who in
recent years has turned his efforts to a variety of prob-
lems in biophysics, in which he seems tt» have demonstrated
great ingenuity and achieved considerable success. His
work seems to be well thought of by James Franck and many
other competent people here, who could be asked to write
in ¥olin's behalf. I happen to have heard Fermi strongly
commend Xolin's teaching of elementary physics. Inciden-
tally, the textbook Kolin wrote in connection with his
course in elementary physics was published a few vears
200.

I am not completely apprised of the reasons for
Kolin's dismissal here, but I am confident, on the basis
of my own judgment and considerable inquiry, that they do
not stem from any lack of competence on his part. In
fact, as I have already said, he seems to be extraordinarily
competent. He seems, however, to have had personality
collisions both in the College and in the Division of
Biological Sciences. In the College these presumably stem
from his disagreement with the philosophical tenets of the
higher College faculty. In the Division of the Biological
Sclences, they seem to be associated with Kolin's impres-
sion that the M.D.'s with whom he had been working until
relatively recently, were trying to relegate him to the
position of a technician rather than a co-worker.

For about a year now, Kolin has been working
exclusively, or almost exclusively, in his own laboratorv
with little or no contact with either the College or the
Division of the Riological Sciences. His work there is



Professor Norbert Wiener 2 February 1955

on problems that seem very promising from the point of
view of biological research technique, and have already
been quite successful. You will find it covered by the
more recent of the reprints in the enclosed envelope.

When Kolin asked me whether I knew anyone in
physical science in the Cambridge area who might be able
to help him find a position, TI could not help thinking of
you and the fact that you would be likely to know at
first hand everyone in that area and in many other places
who would be interested in the Sort of work Kolin has been
doing. I thought, too, that you would be particularly
interested in a case in which ingenious and independent
work seems to be threatened for rather personal and extra-
scientific reasons.

I think that Kolin promises to be a great credit
to any large institution working in biophysics, and I con-
tinue to hope that some way can be worked out to keep him
here. May I, then, ask you to notify him, or me, if any
opportunity for his employment at Cambridge or elsewhere
occurs to you, and to circulate the enclosed materials to
anvone wno miecht he interested.

It comes to me as an alfterthousht that Kolin
speaks Spanish, and indeed many other languages, quite
well. Thoush I have not asked him, it is quite possible
that he would consider a suitable nosition in KVexico, for
2 few vears.

LJS:1f
Fnelosures



G, Sunouchi
Mathematical Institute
Tohoku University
Sendai, Japan
February 2, 1955

Prof,N,Wiener
Department of Mathematics
fassachusetts Institute of Technology
‘ambridge
or

Dear Prof. N,Wiener :

I am sending you the Tohoku Mathematical Journal, vol.6,
no,1 with the compliment of our mathematical im titute, I will
send you regularly it in future, I am hoping your acceptance
&gt;f our proposal and asking your assistance for our journal.

IF vy

ot cdl

=
+

Urs

1") Sunouchi



February 2, 1955
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A, DUCHOCQ
obis, rue Sainte Sophie
Versailles
&gt; &amp; O
France

february 3d, 1955

to Professor Norbert WIENER
vassachusetts Institute of Technology
Massachusetts
UeD ede

pear Professor Wiener,

am publishing a new book, "DECOUVERTE Dr LA CYBERNETI-
JL", offering, so do I believe, the first synthesis of the prob-
lem considered under its various philosophical, human and com-
mercial bearings ; at the same time, I have been able to develop
2. bio-cybernetic theory, which is explained in this book, and
&gt;f which you will find a summary in the enclosed paver.

Of .course, you will forttwith receive a copy of "DuCOUVEKTE
VE LA CYBEaWNETIQUEY", and I hope you will feel interested in its
reading.

{ours sincere. J

VUCROCQ
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STANFORD UNIVERSITY
STANFORD, CALIFORNIA

DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS february 3, 1955

Professor Norbert Wiener
lassachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridere 20, jiass,

Dear Wiener:

llany thanks for your good viches
my birthday and for the interescing
problem you sent me, Although this is
a hateful occasion, nice words of good
friends and colleagues are always pleasant
and welcome,

T hope that you and yy. r
'n the best of health.

With many thanks 7a...
thought. "ness. 7 arA

fonlly are

VO aT

Vv



Department of Physics
102 Steele Hall

Syracuse University
Syracuse 10, New York
February 4, 1955

Prof. N. Wiener
Department of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Jambridee, Massachusetts

Dear Professor Wiene

At the request of the Department of Physics, Syracuse University
will sponsor a conference on the theory of irreversible processes
and some of its applications to take place from March 31 to April 2
on its campus at Syracuse, New York. The purpose of this letter
is to invite you to attend.

The idea for this conference grew out of our concern with
the field, in which we have enjoyed the support of the Office
Of Scientific Research for several years. It appears to us that
she points of departure of the groups working in the field are
sufficiently diverse that a thorough discussion of the foundations
vill be helpful. Applications are to be included to the extent
"hat. they help to crystallize basic concepts.

We wish to provide for a get-together of a small group of
people actively interested in this field. It is to be less formal
chan a session at a national meeting of the American Physical
Society can be, or any of the full-dress conferences that will
sake place in Europe and the United States in 1956.

By bringing a group together for discussion rather than
for the presentation of definitive papers we hope not to compete
with these big meetings but rather to help to prepare for them.
We are writing to approximately forty people, inviting them to
come themselves and to tell friends who are seriously interested in
the topics to be discussed.

Our plan is to have each session devoted to one major t.pic.
Each session is to be prefaced by one or two short talks outlining
the outstanding problems in the field and suggesting the organization
of the subsequent discussion from the floor. A tentative list
of the topics we have in mind is indicated in the enclosure.
ve hove very much vou will be able to attend.



Page 2
February 4%, 1955

could you send us at least a tentative acceptance by March 1,
1955 and give us the additional information requested on the
enclosure. If you have any friends who expect to attend, will
you either include their requirements in your reply or have them
send us this information directly. We need to meke hotel and
dinner reservations well in advance.

We shall also welcome comments and suggestions concerning
the program.

Sincerely yours,

Peter G. Bergmann

Eugene P. Gross

Enclosures



HOTEL SYRACUSE ROOM RESERVATION

Single Room(s)
Double Room(s)

Please reserve for me accommodations as indicated. All rooms with bath.

@ [1$5.75 [$6.25 [1$6.75 [1$ 7.25 []$ 8.75
@ [198.25 [1% 8.75 [$ 9.25

@ [1$8.75 [1$9.75 [$11.25 [J%$12.25
from $17.00 to $36.00

Twin Bedded Room(s)
...Parlor Suites—Parlor, Bedroom and Bath
_Additional Bed... $2.50

Signed.

cOIP
| shall arrive: Date

Address

Time. . Departure Date.

If a room at requested rate is not available, one at nearest available rate will be reserved.
Reservations will be held until 6 P.M. only, unless otherwise notified.



FIRST CLASS
Permit No. 297
(Sec. 510, PL&amp;R)

Syracuse, N. Y.

BUSINESS REPLY CARD
NO POSTAGE NECESSARY IF MAILED IN THE UNITED STATES

POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY--

HOTEL SYRACUSE,
SYRACUSE 1.

Att: Mr. James F. Gilday
Executive Vice-President N.Y.



TENTATIVE PROGRAM

Conference on Irreversible Processes

SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY
DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS

STEELE HALL

Thursday, March 31, 9:30

9:45

1:00

2:30

T:30

friday, April 1, 9:30

100

2:30

Evening:

Saturday, April 2, 9:30

Afternoon:

Address of Welcome: W. R. Fredrickson

General Theory of Irreversible Processes.
Phenomenological Theory, Statistical Mechanics.
Discussion Leaders: L. Onsager, P. G. Bergmann

Lunch

Stochastic Processes, Turbulence Theory.
Discussion Leader: M. Kac

Dinner at Drumlins (All members of the conference
are the guests of Syracuse University)

Irreversible Processes in Superfluids.
Discussion Leaders: L. Tisza, I. Prigogine

Lunch

Stationary Transfer Processes
Discussion Leaders: B. Stromgren, R. Wildt

Space for informal discussion and refreshments
at the Women's Building

Theory of the Boltzmann Equation and General
Discussion.
Discussion Leaders: E. Montroll, E. P. Gross

Opportunity for informal discussion



CONFERENCE ATTENDANCE

Please return this form to us by March 1. A hotel reservation blank

for Hotel Syracuse is enclosed and should be returned by the same

jate. Hotel Hilton, 238 Harrison Street, has rooms starting at $4.75

for single with bath and has also been recommended.

Number of persons planning to attend the conference

(If number of dinner reservations is different, please give us this

information

Toe a
1



February 4, 1955

Dr. Norbert Wiener
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge 39, Massachusetts

Dear Dr. Wiener:

May I offer to you on behalf of the Club our

sincere thanks for your most valuable contribution in speaking

before our Club Wednesday night.

It may be of interest to you to know that this

program drew the largest crowd of M.I.T. men that any function

put on by this Club has drawn during the years I have been a

member, there being an audience of over 500 present.

Since the dinner, I have received numerous

comments on this meeting, and I can assure you that they were

most flattering towards you.

ha) very truly. frL 1 SA ie
A. ‘Ls Bruneau, J

President

y EnoT 40TH STREET a NEW YORKN LL 1



DOUBLEDAY &amp; COMPANY, INC., Publish DISON AVENUE, NEW YORK 22 ~ MURRAY HILL 8-5300

February 4, 1955

Dear Prcfessor ee (rst gol Gn
‘he remaining chapters are on their way to you, and I
should like to emphasize before you get to work on them
chat the main business at hand is for you always to bear
in mind the formula that you yourself presented at lunch
yesterday, specifically that you relate the various ele-
nents of your scientific work to the general pattern of
your career as a whole and that in turn you relate your
career to your personality. Whatever doesn't meet the
demends of this very stringent formula should be canceled.

Naturally, it will occasionally be important for you to
reveal your personality against certain backgrounds such
2s M.I.T. and the various countries in which you have
sraveled, but you should try never to include such back-
round material simply for its own sake. It should glways
be to the point of reflecting some new or otherwise impor-
tant development in your own career. I hope that you will
try this out in the Chinese chapter, where it is perhaps
nost important to be on guard against diffuseness, and if
you will let me see the results as soon as you are through,
I would appreciate it.

Tc 1nck

vr

~=1, ’

Professor lorbert Wiener
Department of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of
Cambridge, Mgssachusetts

Technology

—p—



I'HE ROCKEFELLER FOUNDATION
49 WEST 49th STREET, NEW YORK 20

JIVISION OF MEDICINE AND PUBLIC HEALTH

ANDREW J. WARREN, M.D., DIRECTOR
JOHN B. GRANT, M.D., ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR
ROBERT S. MORISON, M.D., ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR
WADE W, OLIVER, M,D., ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR
ROLLA B. HILL, M.D., ASSISTANT DIRECTOR
M. ELIZABETH TENNANT, R.N,, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR
OHN M. WEIR. M.D... ASSISTANT DIRECTOY

CABLE ADDRESS:

RoCKFOUND, NEW YORK

February lL, 1955

Dear Doctor Wiener:

I was glad to learn from Miss Fuchs! letter &gt; Tehruary lst

that Dr. Antonio Barbosa has been recommended for appointment as a

visiting fellow during his stav in your Lepartment. This seems to

ne an idea] solution to the prc.len.

Yours sincerely,

’ VN

olla BR. Hill, M.D,

or. Norbert Wiener
Cepartment ~f Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
cambridee 39, Massachusetts

RRH TY
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GIFT OF

THE

AUTHOR

Mr.
Masi
“am

1. uy

Dear Lir. Wiener:

The copy of EX-FRODIGY: MY CEILDHOOD AND YOUTH which you
recently very kindly presented to us has been processed and is
now ready for use by our students and fecuity. The book has been
marked as your gift by the use of a duplicate of the bookplate
attached to this letter.

Once again. my thanks for your generous kindness.

Very truly vours 4
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OTTAWA, KANSAS

February 4, 1955

ir. Norbert Wiener
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge 29, Massachusetts

Year Lir. Wiener:

The copy of AX-FRODIGY: MY CEILDEOCD AND YOUTH which you
recently very kindly presented to us has been processed and is
now ready for use by our students and facuity. The book has been
marked as your gift by the use of a duplicate of the bookplate
sttached to this letter,

Once again, my thanks for your generous kindness.

TJery truly yours,

Y

yu lie 1,. Hutchinson
mn

vicky 5C
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rr, George A. Graham
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_., COOPER STATION

"ARK 2 N.Y

Tebruary &amp; 1955

Prof. Norbert Wiener,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
Cambridge, Mass.

Dear Prof. Wiener:

I am sending you, unsolicited,a copy of
my brochure, "Biologics:The Initial Perceptions". There is
no thought of imposing any obligation. I am trying to find
out what kind of people might be interested in the point of
view which is Biologics. The supposition is that you might be.
If you care to participate in the venture, it is suggested
you send back the subscription blank with $2. If interested,
but not to the extent of wanting to follow the fortunes of
the venture, perhaps you would send $1.00, which is approxi-
mately the cost of the brochure. If to no degree interested,
the thing is to be ignored; but perhaps you might be kind
snough to pass it on to someone who might be.

It is probably unnecessary for me to say
that (for some 30 adult years) I have been, and shall continue
to be, able to read works of intellectual inquiry, such as your
Cybernetics, from left to right and right side up. But how
about upside down and backwards? Might not that be interesting
3s an exercise in perceptual flexibility? Of course, nothing
is to be accepted and used in the venture which 1s not a solid
2lement of "modern matter-of-fact". No one could detest escapism
or flights of idle fancy more than I do. The kite I am trying
to wangle into sustaining winds in our operation of culture
bears the device, "Psychological Freedom". The pundits of the
moral and rational haven't the slightest notion of what that
would be. Rigor mortis is all over and in their once grandiose
structures of Natural Law and Scientific Objectivity in tthe
physical! and "the mental". For all they could help it, some
successor to Joe McCarthy might incinerate every intellectual
olighting our Loyalty to America, or what not. The psychologists
of sensory perception apparently cannot see that human values and
meanings are behavior readinesses for interpersonal relations
in the same sense, and continuous with, their "discovery" that
walls, chairs, etc. are behavior readinesses (preconscious)
to palp and have transactions with the tangible "that-theres'".
And the mechanists! TI decline to regard you as one. If I did
I would not waste the postage.... But I must let the brochure
speak for itself.

Sincare” © wvours.,

8
a N mM |

Pr
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THE WEIZMANN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE

REHOVOTH ISRAEL
P.O.B.26 «'PHONE: 259, 301

3tn February, 1955.

IR9weTYaAYAS
301,259: 17990 » 26.1.70

Professor Norbert Wiener,
department of Mathematics,
Me Te To .

cambridge 39, Hasse

Dear Professor Wiener,

I was glad to receive your letter of January 3lst 1955.
First, let me point. out that we agree to all the four points
you mention in your letter. As to point 3, the procedure is to
obtain from the Israel Consulate in New York a visa, which is
not entered in your passvort. We shall make arrangements with
the New York office of the American Committee for the Welzmann
Institute of Science, 250 West 57th Street, New York, to obtain
for vou and Mrs. Wiener said visase.

; Your suggestion to come to Israel by boat from Naples is
.a good one, and we shall get the necessary tickets for you and
‘your wife.

There is, however, an unfortunate difficulty with your
trip, which is rather serious. It happens that this summer two
congresses will be held in Europe, the Congress of Pure and
Applied Chemistry in Zurich, and the Congress in Bio-chemistry
in Brussels. Most of the staff of the Institute will be attending
one or the other of these congresses, so that the Institute is
likely to be deserted during your visit at the end of Auguste
This is most unfortunate, since a great many of the chemists and
physical chemists who have read your recent books, expressed the
jesire to listen to your lectures. My personal plans for this
period are rather indefinite as yet, but as a rule, I try to be
in Europe during the latter part of August, which 1s the hottest
“ime of the vear in Israel.

I wonder, therefore, if you could arrange to visit Israel
on your return trip from India. It would be a pity indeed not to
have your talks enjoyed by a wide audience in Israel, and the end
»f August 1s just not the right time for ita

Nith best wishes, I an,
Yours very sincerely,

A

Profe C. Le. Pekeris
Head of the Dept. of Applied
Mathematics and Chairman of
the Scientific Committee.

» Im~T D



ASSIGNMENT OF COPYRIGHT

KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS:

That IN CONSIDERATION of One Dollar ($1.00) and other good
ond valuable consideration paid by Norbert Wiener
(hereinafter called the "Assignee"), receipt of which is hereby
s.cknowledged,

POCKET BOOKS, INC., a New York corporation, doing business
at No. 630 Fifth Avenue, in the City, County and State of New
York (hereinafter called the "Assignor"), does hereby assign to
said Assignee, his executors, administrators and assigns, to
ais and their own proper use and benefit, such right, title
and interest in a certain copyright as is more particularly
jescribed as follows:

pb No. 2, THE PICEET BOOK [HIGLZINE
SO MUCH OF THE COPYRIGHT of / , copyright

1955 by Pocket Books, Inc., and registered with the Copyright
Office under Reg. No. B 51.345 dated Jenucry13,1955
1s pertains to the story entitled (see below) *x
appearing in said anthology on pages 45 through &amp;0

TOGETHER WITH ANY RENEWAL OR EXTENSICN thereof, and all
the literary property, right, title and interest in and to the
said Work:

PROVIDED THAT Assignor shall have a non-exclusive license
to publish the Work from time to time in any of Assignor's pub-
lications, subject to the terms of a contract between Assignor
and Assignee relating to the work dated July &lt;i, 1954.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, said Pocket Books, Inc., has executed
this assignment on the 9th day of Februsry, 1955.

«#LIGAT YEARS OF CYBLANZTICS
STOP ONTC BELIN

} POCKET BOOKS, INC.,

Rs Aan

(Corporate Seal)

ATTEST: (_,



FACTO RY MANAGEMENT AND MAINTENANCE

930 West 12nd Sleot: Now Work 36, NY

February 9, 1955

Dr. Norbert Wiener
Department o. Mathematics
MassachusetrsIistitute of Technology
Cambridge &gt;9, Mass.

Dear Dr. Wier:

[ just want to drop you a note to express not only my personal thanks for
the splendid presentation you made at last Wednesday's meeting at the MIT
Club, but to re-emphasize my perhaps perfunctory expression of thenks on
behalf of our entire club.

Certainly you and Dr. Brown gave us a thoughtful and stimulating evening.
211 of the comments I have heard from other members of the board and those
in attendance that I have talked with, have been uniformly glowing.

Don Sevarance has told me that you raised a cuestion regarding possible
re-use of the transcript of the talks delivered by yourself and Dr. Bzown.
The recording is in the possession of Dave Broudy of 22 East 40th St.,
Wew York City, who was our cheirman for this sessioh. He assures me that
no transcript or other use of the tape will be asutohorized unless and until
vou and Dr. Brown have had an opportunity to review it. I'm sure you will
be hearing from lr. Broudy directly, if he does undertcke to plan any addi-
tional use of the recording.

February 2nd will be long remembered as a high-water mark in the activities
of the MIT Club of New York — and we are duly grateful to you for having
made the affair such an outstanding success.

Very cord: .1l! - yours,x

an r

Carroll V. Boyce
rgssoclate Editor

Clib/ co

30 Dave Broudy
Don Sevarance



7 Center Strest
Cambridse, Massachusetts
Febrvary 9, 1955

Professor Norbert Wiener
Mathematice Devartment
Magsachusetts Tngstitute of Technology
Cambridze, 'agssachusetts

Dear Profesgc&gt;»

Will you regard this lett--
cordial invitation to address
students of the Harvard Graduc
Tducatlion, following an inforn
at what we call our Colloquia

“a a most

salty and
21 of

ifet luncheon,
1ic&gt;tion®?

The luncheon would begin at 12:45, and at
avproximately 1:20 we would introduce you as
our sreaker. Following your address tnere would
be a five or ten minute period for questions.
The meeting would definitely adjourn at 2:00,
when afternoon classes bezin.

Recognizing your heavy schedule, and the
many demands upon your time, w2 had thought that
such an informal luncheon mestinzg might be the
most acc=ptablzs to you. Of course ws would arrange
to meet you at your office and bring you back to
v.,T.7, at two o'clock.

Tt is all too rars to find a pure scientist
exrressinzg himeelf so capably as vou have done
concerning vroblems and vhilosorhy of education.
Alluding for a moment to your exczllent recent
article in the Saturday Review of Literature, we
are horin~ that vou might care to amplify various
remarks you there made concerning "long-time
planning for the futvre," as contrasted with the
currant over-emnhs2ov mm the mere ephemeral.

We are hve =-~7 vou might be our zgusst
one day Jurin; from Tuesday, larch 1.
throual } C16. It w 70 inde=d be
an vil US.

-

ra.

John C. (Osgood
Chairman, Colloqgnim Committees



February 9, 19565

Professor P, C. Mahalanobis, F.R.S.
8 King George Avenue
lew Delhi, 2, "ndie

Desxr Professor Mahalanobis:

Thank you for your friendly letter of January 31. I shall
be in India during the yesr 1955-56. I intend to stay until
Abril 1 or perhans longer, I shall certainly visit the Indlan
Statistical Institute, and I wish to visit s weral other places
as well, including the Ramasnujen Institute *= Madras. the Tate
Institute in Bombey, and the University of “hah

' T are looking forward tr ren nost
-

a
 Yo

Stncerely yours

Norbert ienex



BY w : C oN i ogOHN WILEY&amp; SONS, INC.
ESTABLISHED 1807

WwW. O. WILEY,
CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD

E. P. HAMILTON,
PRESIDENT

W. B. WILEY,
VICE-PRESIDENT &amp; TREASURER

MARTIN MATHESON,
VICE-PRESIDENT

PUBLISHERS OF BOOKS

440 FOURTH AVENUE

NEw YORK 16, N.Y.

J. S. SNYDER,
VICE-PRESIDENT

J. S. BARNES,
VICE-PRESIDENT

FRANCIS LOBDELL,
SECRETARY

TELEPHONE
MURRAY HILL 9-78630

February 10, 1955

fr. William Withers
T4~10 35th Avenue
Jackson Beights T2, New York

[
-

-= *o&amp;

We are quite willing to grant you permission to re-
orint the material listed below, provided:

i = The illustrations or quotations to be
used have appeared in our books without
credit or acknowledgment to another
source,

Suitable acknowledgment to the source be
given, preferably in the following form:
"Reprinted with permission from (author!
(title) (copyright date), John Wiley &amp;
Sons, Inc."

In respect to this method of giving credit, however,
we are willing to accept the standard editorial practices of
other publishers as long as the essential items above are in-
cluded.

This borrowed material will be used in your book
IN at

Sincerely yours,

Leo Se Barnes
- Vice President

Wien

ppA « insisted that &amp; »Prom’r . F . 0f that understendings.



H . AEcoe

2 WEST 46TH STREET, NEW YORK 19 +¢ JUDSON 6-5577

HERBERT M. MOSS
PRESIDENT

February 10, 1955

Mr. David M. Broudy
22 East L4Oth Street
New York, New York

Jear Mr. Broudy,

Pursuant to our conversation relating to the establish-
ment of an M.I.T. Recorded Lecture Series, commencing with the
1lready-recorded Dr. Brown - Professor Norbert Weiner lecture ’
ve would like to set forth the details of our provosed plan.

It is our belief that there is a large audience of
industrial and academic people throughout the country who do not
nave access to the exciting new material discussed on today's
lecture platform and in the open forums that follow. Much of
the impact of these lectures and discussions are lost when re-
luced to print and thus the highly prized spoken words of many
outstanding lecturers are irrevocably gone when the lecture is
Vere

To rectify this condition and provide an educational
stimulus to the business and university worlds, we would like to
set up a partnership with either the Institute or the Alumni
Association for the purpose of producing a series of Long Playing
recordings to be known as the M.I.T. Lecture Series Album.

We would provide:

le
2e

)

J

Engineering unit to record the lectures,
Complete production work in the editing and preparation
of the album in cooperation with each lecturer.
delivery of the albums ready for mailing to Alumni
Association office.
We will undertake to supervise publicity and promotion
aids for the dissemination and sale of these albums to
areas outside the Alumni Association.
We will assume all financial outlay and risk required
for the venture.



Mr. David M. Broudy

The institute would be asked to supply:

A leading story in its alumni newsletter along with a
coupon to be mailed back to the association along with
“he check or money order for each album.
A top-flight series of lecturers and permission to record
their lecture for the series. (Editorial control will
naturally be given to the various speakers.)

Financial Return

The cost per complete album (art work, cover, individual
wrapping and cost of mailing included) will average $1.50 each. It
is our proposal to split the remaining profit of approximately $2.00
per album on a 50/50 basis.

It is our privilege to refrain from publication should
the request for albums fall below the break-even point of 200.

Tt is understood that profits will be disseminated only
after production costs are met,

Conclusion

It is our firm conviction that the Brown-Weiner Album
can be the start to a unique and invaluable contribution to the
industrial and civic leaders of our country among whom are many
»f the 30.000 M.I.T. alumni

One last thought = It would be a bitter shame if the
excitement and interest in the Brown-Weiner lecture were permitted
to dissipate before this venture comes into beinge A good portion
of our success will depend on the dispatch with which we proceed
to distribute the album.

I hope the above meets with your approval and the
approval of the Board to which you will present it. Should
‘here be any questions remaining please call me at your earliest
ronvenience

Very ©—ualy yours-

Herbert.

{MM/prs



INDUSTRIAL COLLEGE OF THE ARMED FORCES

WASHINGTON, D. C.

TCAF 201 11 February 1955

Dear Professor Wiener:

This confirms my telephone call to your secretary earlier today.
T regret being unable to talk to you personally and expressing my
reasons for our late date in extending this invitation.

We would be most happy to have you speak to us at either 10:30 a.m.
on 11 March or at the sane time on 1h April. The scope of the lecture
sould be the same as that forwarded by Admiral Hague'!s letter of 8 October
but is inclosed for your ready reference. However, we hope that you
711] feel free to modify the scope if you desiree.

For your information Mr. Arthur F. Vinson of the General Electric
Company spoke to us recently on "Automation in Industry." He touched
on mumerous specific instances of its use in the General Electric Company
at actual installations and stressed the economics of present and projected
trends in this field. I am sure that you will be happy to know he
commenced his talk by referring to you as the outstanding authority
on cybernetics and praised a recent talk of yours before a distinguished
audience in New Yorke.

We hear that you are to leave for a year's visit in Europe and
~ertainly hope that you have a most profitable and enoyable visit there.

Captain Swain of our faculty, whom I am sure you will remember,
joins me in warmest personal regards.

Sincerely yours,

"B. C. McCAFFREE
Captain, USN
Chief, Production Branch

Professor Norbert Wiener
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge 39, Massachusetts



LECTURE SCOPE

SUBJECT ¢

SCOPE:

AUTOMATIZATICN IN PRODUCTION

A discussion of the nature and importance of
automatic control techniques. This should
include the development and influence of automatic
controls on production amd the economics of their
use. Emphasis should be placed on the coming
application of automatization; a "Look into the
Future, as you see it, would be appreciated.



AUTOMATION CONSULTANTS, INC.
1450 BROADWAY

NEW YORK 18, N. Y.

CHICKERING 4-7800
rebruary 11, 1955

pr. Norbert Wiener
Professor of Mathematics
The Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Mass.

Jear Dr. Jilener:

I have been writing a book on office electronics, concerning the
application of computers and common language machines to office procedures, and
it is nearly ready for publication. 1 would like to quote short passages from
vour books, and am seeking your permission.

You undoubtedly realize that there are many business problems
not yet solved by existing general purpose computers, particularly those requir-
ing interrogation from a large rapid access memory (checking and savings accounts,
for example). My book advocates automatic accounting (the jet plane), the next
step after electronic accounting (the propeller plane) or punched card machine
accounting (the automobile). Familiar examples of automatic accounting already
in limited operation are the Heservisor of american Airlines, Remington Rand's
Speed ‘ally and lacDonald's liagnafile, commonly called "special purpose computers.:-
Ky theory is that the idea can be expanded through the scientific approach of
Applied Cybernetics to tie in with the new common language equipment and
communication networks (IDP).

You may well wonder about my qualifications for attempting a
book of this type, as you may have never heard of me. ky mathematical and
electronic background comes from the Sheffield Scientific School, practical
communications experience from a quarter century with 1T&amp;T, physiology from home
study with my wife who is a Registered Nurse, and accounting from the last two
years with krnst &amp; Ernst. Substantiating backeround material is enclosed for
reference purnosesS.

One of the chapters in my book deals with Cybernetics, another
with ideal business computer design including a proposed solution to the savings

account oroblem, both on the applied Cybernetics basis,

Your book %Cybernetics' has been my bible for six years in
electronic systems engineering design work. In my book I would like to
acknowledge and pay tribute to your pioneering work, but would like your prior
approval. I have considered for some time trying to meet you through our many
mutual friends. 1 understand that you visit New York frequently, and I would
be greatly honored if you would lunch with me at the Yale Club on your next
trip to New York. If you do not expect to be here soon, L would appreciate a
tew lines in the meanwhile.

Automatically yours,

no workine on mv book 2a nome

R \dvakBenn -
2. Hunt Brown 5

President
ea maw he »agached a+ Hh wast 88th st, New York?-

iFvrad aw Mj



AN INTRODUCTION TO ELECTRONIC ACCOUNTING

sible -to do before on punch card »f tape is red labeled so as to guard

2quipment. They will also do general gainst this. The tape can also be
and cost accounting, sales analysis, stored in duplicate to guard against
budgeting, and other accounting func- ‘uch contingency, the duplicate be-
Hons ng obtained automatically.

The computers are replacing semi- There invariably arises the ques-
ton as to the social consequences of

automatic or electro-mechanical Jl . : ;
t not onlv because it is be. ectronic accounting. The only valid

equipment, not only answer to this is to look at the record,
lieved that they will be less expen- ;4 cee what has happened in the
sive to operate, but because they Pro= sast. Machines have made life easier
duce intangible results as well in the |.o They have relieved him of
form of better service to customers, .,utine physical labor, and now they
and more accurate and ‘up-to-date wre relieving him of routine mental
management reports. Together with p61. Machines have created jobs
the common language machines Mind have raised the standard of liv-
the precomputer area, they will lead ng. It is true that some groups have
into instantaneous or automatic elec- | 4, temporarily displaced by ma-
tronic accounting. *hines, but they have been relocated

Naturally, accountants have ques- nd society as a whole has benefited.
tions about the new electronic equip- Ine of the effects is to place a prem-
ment. One of the common ones 1S um on semi-skilled andskilled labor.
“What happens to the records keptin The day of unskilled labgr is gradu-
magnetic form if something goes lly vanishing, as we are becoming
wrong with the computer?” The an- pecialists more and more. Machines
swer 1s that the records are not lost, ave necessitated an increased stand-
as magnetic recordings are perm- rd of education, to prepare the indi-
anent. It is true that some forms of  /idual for such specialization.
memory used in computers, such as While the bookkeeper and the ma-
the mercury delay line or the electro- ‘hine accountant may be affected to
static tube, do disappear when the jo io a gradual manner,
current fails; these are internal work- {0 are many operations of the ac-
ing memories that can be automatic- tant outside the machine area
ally reprogrammed, and do not con- vhereby he will not be affected. He
tain record storage data. The magne- i) Co to understand computer
tic core is being adopted for fast anguage, just as he had to learn
internal storage, as it does not lose its unch card language, in order to
memory with voltage drop or failure. 11 4h the new machines
Most data storage of records is in the :
: fmacnetic d di The auditor will be able to take aorm oI magnetic drums, tape, or discs . i

. : :omplete audit of accounts, instead ofwhich again are permanent. :
 a ampling a certain percentage of ac-

 Another question is “What happens 14 “ro also will have to become
if an operator erases a reel of tape by amiliar with computers
mistake?” Obviously the reel was El 11 disol
originally constructed either automa- ectronic accounting will displace
tically from punched tape or cards, Irudgery , and should be ‘welcomed
or else manually from some form of 2Yy accountants and auditors. The
written source record, and this proc- machine is man’s slave, and not his
ess can be repeated. Usually the reel master:

Reprinted from the Illinois Certified
Public Accountant, December, 1954 issue

AN INTRODUCTION T0
ELECTRONIC ACCOUNTING

M OST ACCOUNTANTS are wondering

about the implications of electronic
computers and other new equipment
to future accounting and auditing
practices. There are many who have
investigated the subject in some de-
tail and have a perspective on the
subject, but the picture may not be
clear in some details. There are others

to whom the picture seems somewhat
hazy, and there are others who have
not yet had time to explore the mat-
ter.

To begin with, electronic account-
ing is not going to displace account-
ants and auditors, but instead will re-
place drudgery and routine mental
labor. When punch card machinery
was introduced half a century ago,
there were accountants who had

premonitions, but experience shows
that there are more accountants now

than ever. The hue and cry then was
that the familiar hand written or

typed records would be replaced by
noles in cards, an unbearable
thought! Now the idea is to keep
records in magnetic spots which can-
not even be seen, much less read,
which is even more fantastic! Ac-

countants will be affected by this new
method of data processing and record
keeping, in that they must sooner or
later become acquainted with the
new electronic gear.

In the production of the new elec-
ro-mechanical and electronic ma-

*hines for accounting, the surface has
rarely been scratched. The tremen-
tous amount of research and devel-

pment on electronic computers dur-
ng and subsequent to World War II,
s responsible for the modern elec-
ronic accounting machines which
ire now beginning to appear. These
‘omputers were originally designed
or the solution of military, scientific,
ind engineering problems, and as a
yy-product they are now being
dapted for accounting and other of-
ice work. Except for this, it might
1ave been many years before such
nachines became available for busi-
1ess use. Indeed, the original idea of
“harles Babbage in England for a
:omputing machine occurred in 1822,
ind more than a century elapsed be-
‘ore such a machine was actually
roduced!

Contrary to popular opinion, elec-
ronic accounting does not start in the
omputer area, but at the source of
lata origination with the “common
anguage” equipment. This is the
amiliar office machine such as the

'ypewriter, the telegraph printer, the
rash register, the bookkeeping, post-
ng, and adding machines, the ad-
Iressograph, the calculator and
sthers, which now produce a punched

R. HUNT BROWN is Automation Supervisor in the Management Services Di-
vision of Ernst &amp; Ernst. New York. He graduated from Yale University with a
B.S. degree in electrical engineering. He was formerly Assistant Vice President
af the International Telephone and Telegraph Corporation



AN INTRODUCTION TO ELECTRONIC ACCOUNTING

tape as a by-product. This punched »ookkeeper the adding or calculating
tape is the same as communications machine, etc. Machines are available
tape, in that it has five holes in a row  :o do a limited amount of automatic

and can be automatically transmitted reading such as serial numbers and
over standard telegraph networks in Jenominations of travelers checks,
world-wide use (example below). d : oT ~ oN and are being developed to under-

This is why He is called the “com- tapq spoken telephone numbers and
mon language,” in that the 5 hole or translate them into machine lang-
channel tape is common to and can 1age, but such applications are
be understood by all these machines. severely limited.
In a 5 channel tape there are 2 to the Wh lane &amp;
Eth 35 bl bina. en a common language office

power or possible combina hine i: CC nachine is operated, there are two
tions, depending on whether each of duct btai df h
the 5 holes is punched or not punched Y-prooncls sb iained irom the

punches : :  unched tape. The first is statistical
These 32 possibilities contain the 26 lata which can be automaticallr
letters of the alphabet, and with the ited h blic tel ;
operation of a shift key, the 32 com- rensmitied over the public feleprep
pera ’ : 1etwork. The entire data or only the

binations can represent the ten deci- sart needed for statistics is tele-

mal numbers and the ardivery Fons. sraphed. If punch cards are used for
ato abulating or as the input to a com-
There are some of the new office uter, the tape is run through a tape-

machines which produce 6 (64 com- card converter. (Some of the
binations) , 1 (128 combinations), 8  .,41ler computers accept punched
(256 combinations) or more chan- ape as direct input). Here we have
nels, or magnetic tape where the lisplaced routine mental labor, by
channels are indicated by magnetic lispensing with the key punching of
impressions instead of holes, or even  .;,.45 a monotonous job at best; the
paper with sensitized dots. These are rerifying at this point is also elim-
called the native language machines, ied as the hard copy produced
since they cannot communicate with punching the tape at point-of-
the others directly without transla- srigin has been verified as a part of
hon, he typing operation. There could be

About a century ago Baudot in- srrors in wire transmission, but in
vented the 5 channel punched paper jctual installations they are so sel-
tape for telegraph use, but only now  jom encountered that they have no
has this principle been adopted for ,ractical significance.
the ordinary office machines. The second by-product obtained

There must be a translation from 5 the usual operation of the office
auman to machine language at point nachine is the punched paper tape
of origin of data, but the rest of the yhich can automatically reproduce
data processing can be made auto- all or part of the information for the
matic to a high degree. For example, next step in data processing.
the sales clerk must operate the cash Let us take an actual case to see
register, the teller the posting ma- how this works today in many an8 p g
hine. the tvpist the typewriter. the ~ffice.

THE ILLINOIS CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT

A handwritten salesman’s order all over again. The new informa-
or a typed customer’s order is tion, such as prices in case of an
received by the order typist. invoice, is then added and an-
The order typist removes from other punched tape is produced.
file the customer’s master tape Once again the tape resulting
or edge-punched card, contain- from this subsequent operation
ing standard information such is available for automatically
as customer's name, address, and instantly communicating
usual shipping instructions, and statistical data or data to be used
places it in an automatic electric in the next step of order pro-
typewriter such as the Flexo- cessing.
writer. We see from the above that we
The machine automatically 1ave avoided repetitive manual la-
types at high speed standard »or, by translating from human to
customer data in a shaded area machine language only when essen-
of the order form to show that ial. We have reduced verification.
it does not need verification. The ~ ¥e have also obtained up-to-date
machine automatically stops at tatistics for reports which really re-
intervals to permit the operator oresent the current situation.
to type in the variable data, such This is all part of electronic ac-
as amount and description of ‘ounting in the pre-computer area, or
merchandise ordered, in white ntegrated data processing. Now for
spaces which show that verifica- pe computer, or electronic data pro-
tion is required of those parts essing area.
before the tape is released. Most accountants are already fami-
The tape is run through a tape ar with the electronic calculators
transmitter either in the same jhich are already being used in
office or at the local telegraph 5unch card tabulating areas. Instead
office, to the statistical data pro-  \f moving the cards around from ma-
cessing center and also to the hine to machine, these electronic
next step in the data processing jlculators performa series of opera-
such as the factory order, or to ions Certain other machines such as
billing—the punched tape could sorters are still required, however, so
be mailed, of course, if time {js 5 semi-automatic operation. To
allows. nake such an operation more auto-
The automatic tape-to-card con- natic and faster, the electronic com-
version, or automatic input of &gt;uter appears. The data processing
the tape to a computer, takes ‘outine must first be programmed, a
place at the statistical reporting  arge but essentially a one-time job.
center, to give management re- ncoming data is then fed into the
ports which are current, rather :omputer, and reports result auto-
than historical. natically.
At the next step in processing Such installations, principally on
the order, the original verified he Univac of Remington Rand, are
data is reproduced automatical- ready doing payroll computations,
ly, avoiding the use of duplicat- ind will soon do other accounting
ing masters or the repetitive such as production and inventory
manual typing of the same data -ontrol which were difficult or impos-

|
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Now’s the Time to Explore
Electronics Applications
[DEPARTMENT and specialty stores should immediately take

stock of electronic application possibilities, according to
R. Hunt Brown, automation supervisor, Management Services
Division, Ernst &amp; Ernst.

“Less than 20 per cent of stores
now in business seem to be doing
anything definite about electronics.
Those who are doing something are
already six months to a year ahead
nf their competitors in the race
for the automatic office, he warns.

But most are watching, and while
they do, they are missing an op-
portunity to take advantage of the
new electronic techniques for
handling store paper work, he
points out.

According to Mr. Brown, stores
should immediately adopt this
four-pronged program to act as a
master plan in guiding them in
this electronic age:

1. Engage someone to investi-
gate the electronics field. This
should be a full-time fact finder.

2. Make a complete methods
study of their current operations
to spotlight present old-fashioned
manual] methods and procedures.

3. Develop two flow charts to
act as mhster guides, one to show
what goes on now in terms of
requirements, ordering, ware-
housing, etc.; the other to show
what could be done electronically
lo speed up and eliminate dupli-
cation, bottlenecks, and archaic
procedures.

4. Adopt new techniques and
equipment that are available now
in those areas where they can
be installed. .

The key to the success of this
program, says Mr. Brown, is man-
agement support. He maintains
this is essential if the program is
[0 be successful.

In discussing retail electronics,,

“e states, “Today many stores are
holding off buying new equipment
Jecause they are afraid to obso-
escence making it worthless.

“This is erroneous,” he says, “be-
cause experience has shown that
certain of the new electronic
2quipment will pay for itself with-
n a short time.” Thus, this fear
f obsolesence is “not valid,” he
maintains.

According to Mr. Brown, the link
between punched card systems and
‘giant brain” electronic computers
.s nowbeing. forged by equipment
manufacturers throughout the
country. This is the electronic cal-
rulator, small-sized low cost ver-
sion of the “giant brain.”

There will be new type com-
suters in the near future that can
Je tailored to individual store needs
and requirements. They will be
flexible in operation, have multiple
nits that can be added when
needed, have large capacity for
handling store data, and be low
In ‘cost, well within pocketbook
range of the department and spe-
cialty store, he explains. )

“Sooner or later, electronics will
replace all other -store record-
handling methods and the auto-
matic office will be here,” he
predicts.

Ernst &amp; Ernst spokesman
warns retailers against lagging
in the race for the “automatic
office,” says electronics will
eventually replace all other store
record-handling methods.

Copyright, 1954, Fairchild Publications, Inc.



AY

Just as the First Industrial Revolution relieved man of routine physical labor . .

Part 1—

Office automation: beginning of an era
by R. Hunt Brown

Automation Supervisor, Management Services Division, Ernst &amp; Ernst, New York
(Based on an address made by Mr. Brown at a conference on automation at the

University of Pittsburgh in March)

IN EXAMINING the history and fundamental techno-
logical aspects of automation, we find that automation has
deeply affected the factory, especially in the continuous pro-
cess industries, but has had little effect as yet on the office.
The problems of business are becoming more acute, because:

1. Wages and fringe benefits of clerical staff have been on
the increase and working hours have been on the decline in
recent years, due to the supply and demand factor in labor.
People don't like routine tasks, whereas machines don’t
care what type of work they do. Machines don’t tire under
peak or seasonal overloads.

2. As business expands, paper work or data processing
has grown much more than business itself has expanded,
and it is becoming more and more complicated as time
marches on, We are being snowed under by paper.

3. Modern scientific inventions are changing living con-
ditions, population centers and buying habits, which in turn
are changing merchandising methods. This pace is acceler-
ating.

4. Owing to decentralization caused by increased volume
of business, the obtaining of up-to-date statistics for man-
agement decisions is becoming more difficult.

5. These tendencies make the businessman wonder how
he will cope with them in the future when such conditions
will be aggravated.

The problem can be stated quite simply, i.e., it is mainly
one of data processing. Data processing consists of listing,

sorting, collating, calculating, filing, typing, and other fam-
iliar office operations. The large volume of paper which is
accumulating in business contains nothing more than facts
and figures. The businessman needs records and statistics to
carry on his enterprise, and he needs the data as quickly as
sossible for operations to be effective.

The answer to the problem is also quite simple, and that
inswer is “electronic data processing.” Recent technical ad-
vances, resulting from computer and other research in the
ast decade, have made available the building blocks re-
quired to engineer automatic electronic systems which wiil
meet the requirements of business.

We now come to a very complicated question, “why has so
ittle been done to solve the office problem?”

It cannot be said that our national or international com-

nunication networks are inadequate: they are the best any
sountry offers. It cannot be said that our engineers and
:echnicians are not capable of building suitable equipment,
as the clectronic gear they are constructing for defense
such as guided missles and anti‘aircraft gun controlsisfar
more complicated than business requires. It cannot be said
chat electronic apparatus is not reliable enough for business;
it has been proven that it is far more accurate than human
effort. It cannot be said that it is too slow, as electrons move

with the speed of light—electronic computers are capable of
doing 16,000 additions or subtractions a second. It can-
not be said that electronic systems are not economical, as
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slectroniecs. in the Second industrial Revolution, can relieve man of routine mental labor

they would not be in such wide use outside of the office if
this were true.

The first large scale application of automation in the of-
fice area of business was the Automatic Message Account-
ing System installed to time and compute station-to-station
long distance charges for the Bell System. The next was an
automatic reservation system which International Telephone
and Telegraph Corporation built for the Pennsylvania Rail-
road. The third was another automatic reservation system
which The Teleregister Corporation (then a subsidiary of
Western Union) put in for American Airlines, Inc. There
1ave been many others,

The telecommunications companies were the first to apply
automatic electronic equipment in the office area, and the
ousiness equipment companies are following the lead of
these pioneers in electronics. Of particular interest is the
Speed Tally System installed by Engineering Research Asso-
ciates (a Remington Rand subsidiary) for the John Plain
mail order company, and electronic computers being in-
stalled for office work, which will be described later.

We hear a lot about electronic computers, but this is only
one of the many new tools of electronic systems.

The principles of data processing in such electronic sys-
tems are based on the capturing of data as soon as it is

available, retaining information in magnetic memories, do-
ing the required computation or data processing, and mak-
ing the results readily available on a current basis. If bills
ould be rendered sooner, for example, it would mean money

saving.
In retailing, an electronic system could readily be devised

which would largely eliminate clerical and paper work in a
department or chain store operation. When a retail sale is
made, certain data originate, such as quantity, description,
and price of merchandise, when and how sold (cash or
credit), also by whom, etc. This data is needed for inven-
tory control, purchasing, billing, etc., all of which processes
could be made largely automatic. In a bank. balances and

signature can be obtained for teller information regardless
of bank branch location and of the branch in which the
account is located. The personnel employed on the floor of
a stock exchange could be replaced by electronic machines.
Many other systems of this nature could be designed.

Why has business done so little to automate the office?
Now we are getting into a much more complex area, be
zause of the human factors involved. "

It seems clear that there is a wide gap between the elec
tronics manufacturer and the businessman, for the following
reasons:

1. The businessman does not speak the same “trade”
.anguage as the electronics engineer, and there are few
qualified to speak both languages,

2. Most electronics manufacturers do not thoroughly un-
derstand the equipment requirements of business, and most
Jusinessmen are not too familiar with the possibilities of
electronics.

3. Most of the new electronic systems for office use will
have to be custom tailored in the beginning, before stand-
ardization can be reached. There are still missing links in
‘he new chains which have to be forged. Where there is a
.arge market for a packaged item; such as a TV set, the
slectronics manufacturer will absorb the development ex-
penses and then charge them off over a large volume of
sales. In the case of a business system where individual re-
Juirements vary greatly and special systems have to be en-
gineered, the equipment maker is not anxious to absorb the
initial research cost and neither is the businessman; only
when both are willing to participate in the initial cost of
‘he first installation will the new systems be evolved.

4. Most businessmen have not yet investigated the possible
benefits of automation, or if they have done so, it has only
oeen a cursory examination in most cases.

This gap seems to be closing gradually, and automation of
the office will probably be an evolution rather than a revo-
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Conclusion—

Office automation: beginning of an era

by R. Hunt Brown
Automation Supervisor, Management Services Division, Ernst &amp; Ernst, New York
{Based on an address made by Mr. Brown at a conference on automation at the

University of Pittsburgh in March)

WHAT SHOULD the businessman do about automation?

I He can sit on the sidelines and wait for something to
oe forcibly brought to his attention which will compel him
‘0 act, as for example, a competitor lowering prices because
of decreased cost resulting from operation of automatic
squipment.

This course does not seem prudent, as it may take a year

or two to catch up with the competitor, who by that time
will have something else newer and better.

2. He can investigate what is being done and know where
1e stands vis-a-vis automation, even if he does nothing
ibout it at the time. This is similar to taking out insurance.

3. He can strive for leadership in the automation race, and
thus gain an advantage over his competitors, by pioneering
t new application and being first in his field.

Most businessmen pride themselves in keeping abreast of
he times, and spend much energy and money in figuring
out how to forge ahead in the competitive race. Despite the
attention that has been given to advertising, new methods
of merchandising and the cutting of production costs, only
1 small proportion of businessmen are investigating the pos-
iibilities of automation in the factory office, the chain stores,
retailing, banks and other commercial enterprises. They are
gradually realizing that recent electronic developments have
oresented them with a new instrument to cut operating costs
and to improve their competitive positions.

Surely no astute businessman would want to adopt the
ittitude of waiting for something to happen, which would
slace him always behind in the competitive race.

Any other attitude calls for an investigation into the pos-
sibility of automation through electronics applications. A
ix stage program is suggested, as follows:
I. Clarify Objectives

What is it you wish to accomplish?
You probably want to:
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a. Reduce operating costs.
b. Render improved service to customers.
c. Make operations more automatic to facilitate internal

controls.
You may have a floor space problem that electronics would

lve by releasing file areas. You may desire decentralization
or the reverse. You certainly have objectives in view which
-an be analyzed and put on paper.
). Plan Program in Detail

You will undoubtedly want to plan a definite program. If
jou are the head of the firm or head of the department re-
iponsible for methods and procedures, the first thing that
you will want to do is to appoint someone to investigate the
possibilities of automation.

The important thing here is that the investigator should
spend full time on this assignment. It has been learned from
sast experience that if this work is assigned as a part-time
ob in addition to other duties. the assignment seldom is

ompleted.
The choice of the investigator is even more important, A

tnowledge of electronics will be very helpful, as the investi-
ator will be talking to electronics engineers who have their
own dialect like all other professions or trades, A knowledge
of the methods and procedures in your business is essential,
especially on the accounting side. An attitude that confi-
ently expects to find savings in automation will certainly
ne rewarded. The investigation should be thorough, and not
1 superficial one that invariably produces an incorrect con-
“lusion.
). Analyze Present Methods and Procedures

Suppose that you now have a full time investigator with
he necessary qualifications. The first step is a critical ap-
oraisal of routine operations and preparation of a written
report on present methods and procedures, with flow charts
ind forms attached.

Jnless the investigator is thoroughly familiar with every
ast step, an electronic solution cannot be reached. This is
action to take. In any event, a report should culminate the
investigation so that some worthwhile end result will be
assured.
V Ascertain Equipment Availability

These are a few of the questions which the investigator
should be able to answer:

a. What action is being taken by competitors in stream-
lining their business to take advantage of new electronic
systems? Visits should be made to businesses where elec-
tronics is used or is about to be employed. if this can be

arranged.
b. Which are the business equipment and electronics

manufacturers producing computers and other equipment
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Office automation—

for office purposes? Perhaps some of them have already made
application studies in your line of enterprise.Al Jot of read-
ing material has been published on such subjects, and cata-
logs can.be obtained, but this will only advise what is al-
ready on the market. It is important also to know what is
coming up in the near future, in the model shop, on the
drawing board, or even as a gleam in the engineer's eye.
Therefore, visits to factories and laboratories engaged in
such work would be beneficial.
5. Economic Study of New Versus Old Methods

Perhapsatthispoint it is decided that there is nothing yet
available which will help you, but that something will be
-eady in a year or two. The result will not be entirely ne-
gative. In any event, you know where you stand, and don’t
have to worry about some competitor “pulling the rug from
ander you” suddenly through the use of new electronic
methods. You will not be in the position of having a “white
elephant” or complicated piece of machinery gathering dust
in a corner of your office, because it was bought without a

thorough investigation and nobody knows how to use it—
this has actually happened and more than once! It will prob-
ably be confusing at first, but the ideas of the investigator
will clarify more and more as he proceeds.

The chances are that you will find some electronic gear
‘hat will answer your problems which is already here or
will be here soon. In such event an economic study must be
made to balance the investment against the savings to be ob-
rained, both tangible and intangible, with which process
most businessmen are quite familiar.

5. Installation of New Procedures
In the event that suitable equipment has been located, and

‘he economic study justifies its purchase or rental, a con-
tract is signed. While waiting for delivery, steps must be
:aken to establish new methods and procedures. Perhaps a
prototype or pilot plant has to be produced. In many cases
't is advisable to operate the old and new systems in paral-
el, until the new system is “debugged” and all concerned
wre familiar with its operation.

As Mr. E. B. Weiss, Director of Merchandising of Grey
Advertising Agency, Inc. has very ably shown in his four
articles which appeared in “Advertising Age” in 1953, the
‘Second Industrial Revolution” is upon us, and it will force
major changes in production, merchandising and selling. He
cites in those articles a great many examples of cases where
electronics is already assisting business, and is relieving
man of routine mental labor, just as the First Industrial Re-
volution relieved man and beast of routine physical labor.
Aladdin and his magic lamp are really here!

[t cannot be expected that the ultimate answer to a busi-
aessman’s problem will be found at this stage, as many
complete systems have yet to be engineered and they will
have to be custem-tailored at first. However, an intermediate
solution might be useful in the transition from manual to
semi-automatic to automatic. As scientific discoveries are

nade, the completely automatic era will be approached. It
may be practical to make a system X per cent automatic if
‘hat is the point of diminishing returns. In other words,
“half-way” measures may be indicated as an intermediate
step towards the ultimate automatic goal.



BIBES OGRAPHICAL SKETCH OF R. HUNT BROWN

Born - January 1, 1903, Methuen, Massachusetts

Educated - Phillips Andover Academy and Yale University
Now taking correspondence course with International
Accountants Society, Inc. leading to C.P.A.
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B.S. in electrical engineering, Sheffield
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RESUME OF BUSINESS EXPERIENCE OF R. HUNT BROWN WITH I.T.&amp; T.

Upon graduation from Sheffield Scientific School of
Yale University in 1927, having majored in electrical communications,
I entered the employ of International Telephone and Telegraph
Corporation July lst of the same vear

My first assignment was as a student engineer with the
Cuban Telephone Company with a group of twelve recent American
college graduates. My work consisted of installation of telephone
repeater stations (Ciego de Avila and Camaguey) and automatic
central office equipment of the Step-by-Step type, also trans-
mission testing of the Havana-Key West submarine telephone cables.

My next foreign assignment was in China with an IT&amp;T
subsidiary, China Electric Co., Ltd. After leaving Cuba in 1928,
I received further training from the engineers of our New York
offices during this time I compiled questionnaires so that
necessary field data could be obtained for the engineering of
projects such as radio broadcasting and point-to-point, telephone
central office and outside plant, railway telephone train dis-
patching, televhone and telegraph wire transmission. etc.

The next six years from 1929 to 1935 were spent in China.
with headquarters in Shanghai where the IT&amp;T subsidiary, China
Electric Co., Ltd., had a factory. During those years I assisted
in a large variety of projects, such as the conversion of the
Shanghai Telephone Co. from manual to automatic operation, the
laying of the Hong-Kong Canton underground and submarine cable,
the installation of commercial and military aviation radio equip-
ment, the installation of short and medium wave broadcasters, the
installation and maintenance of Rotary automatic telephone central
and manual toll exchanges in Canton, Amoy, and Swatow. I also
conducted training classes for Chinese electrical engineers,
recently graduated from native universities. I compiled a Sales
Engineering Manual, which was used as a textbook in those classes
to guide sales and project engineers in their work at various
branch offices throughout China. Mr. Leon Fritchman, V.P. of IT&amp;T
in New York, is familiar with my activities in China. Mr. Wai H.
Tan of IT&amp;T, N.Y. can also testify in this respect. Positions
held with China Electric were Sales Manager and District Manager
for South Chins.

From China, I continued my round-the-world trip back to
New York, via Suez and Europe, where I spent several months visiting
IT&amp;T factories and laboratories in Antwerp, London. Paris. and
other European centers.

My next assignment was in Italy, where I was in charge of
IT&amp;T interests from 1936 to 1939, in factories making electrical
communication equipment, and a long distance cable installation
companys; our principal work was with the concessionaire telephone
companies and the government. Outstanding installations during
my Italian assignment were a high power short wave broadcaster for
Rome, the engineering and laying of underground and submarine
Telephone cables, and work on the Rotary Telephone System for the
Vatican. Positions held were President of Standard Elettrica
Italiana, the IT&amp;T holding company in Italy. and as Director of
several associated companies.

Owing to the anti-foreign atmosphere of the Mussolini
regime just before the last war, my activities were rather curtailed,
especially toward the end of my stay in Italy. I was fortunate
in leaving Italy before World War II started in 1939, as my
successor was interned for the duration.



The next few years were spent in the northern part of
Latin America, acting as Sales-Engineering Representative of
IT&amp;T's International Standard Electric Corp. (formerly International
Western Electric Co., Inc.), in the following countries:

Panama
With residence in Balboa, Canal Zone, 1 was closely

associated with the Department of Telegraphs of the
Republic of Panama, both in Panama City and the interior.
Col. Prescott of the U.S.Army was head of that group, and
also liason officer for the Republic with the Canal Zone
authorities on matters pertaining to Joint communications
problems. I also had dealings with the United Fruit
company at Puerto Armuelles, on rallway telephone and
&gt;ther communications studies.

Mr. John Korner, then Resident Manager of All
American Cables &amp; Radio Corp. at Balboa, and now stationed
at the N.Y.office. is familiar with those activities.

Costa Rica
I spent several months in San Jose, advising the

rovernment on communications problems, working with the
National Telegraphs. United Fruit Company had problems
in railway communications, as did the National Railways.

Mexico
From 1941 to 1944+, most of my time was spent in

Mexico, with headquarters in Mexico City at IT&amp;T's Mexican
Telephone Co, Trips were made throughout Mexico, with
sxtended stays in the Yucatan and lower California
peninsulas.

With the National Telegraphs at Mexico City,
considerable time was spent with Eng. Olmedo on printing
telegraph and long distance transmission problems.

The Railways employed Western Electric train
1ispatching, and had private communication circuits.

Much time was spent with the various broadcasting
stations, and public utilities.

Visits were made to many hydroelectric power
plants on project work.

Mr. Geoffrey Ogilvie, Vice President and Secretary
&gt;f IT&amp;T, 1s familiar with my work in Mexico.

Haltl
A very interesting visit was made to Haiti in 1944

where I did a survey of the telecommunications network
&gt;f the Haitian Government. A report was made giving
recommendations for modernization.

Dominican Republic
Visits were made to the government telecommunication

agencies, and to the Military in connection wlth aviation
radio problems at Cuildad Trujillo.

Cuba
Work was done there on private and government

communications problems, in conjunction with the Cuban
Telephone Co.

In my tasks in these countries, I was closely
associated with IT&amp;T's All American Cables and Radio Corp.,
vhich had offices and cable stations in most of the
principal cities.



The early part of 1945 found me in charge of IT&amp;T's
Washington office at which Federal Telephone &amp; Radio Corporation
and International Standard Electric Corporation were represented.

Soon after V Day, I left for Europe, where I was
attached to the U.S. Army because of work being done by IT&amp;T's
Mackay Radio Co. After spending a few weeks in France, Italy,
and Germany, I flew to Prague where I was placed in charge of
[T&amp;T's interests in Czechoslovakia, Austria, and Poland as
\ssistant Vice President of IT&amp;T and ISE Corp. My principal
interest was in locating dispersed factories and protecting
American property rights. I was closely associated with U.S.
Ambassador Laurence Steinhart, and with Jon Masaryk, then Foreign
Minister of Czechoslovakia, both now deceased. 1ISE Corp. had a
Long Distance Cable Co. in Czechoslovakia in partnership with the
department of Posts, in which we were very active from an
angineering standpoint, but which the Communists later viewed
with a great amount of suspicion. Later in 1945, I handed over
our Austrian problems to Robert Vogeler. He also assumed IT&amp;T
juties in Czechoslovakia and Hungary in 1946.

Attached 1s a translation from a Prague newspaper,
reporting the trial of Czech employees of ISE Corp., and also of
Government employees who had engineering contact with ISE Corp.
In this trial I was named the leader of the "spy ring". I was
advised that subsequently I was tried by the Czech authorities
and condemned to death in absentia, on the charges that I was
"a spy of the American imperialists of the rudest calibre, hiding
&gt;ehind the uniform of a Colonel of the U.S. Armv".

Early in 1946 I accompanied a group of a dozen Czech
angineers to New York, to negotiate a management advisory contract
between the nationalized telecommunications industry and ISE Corp.
Ne visited ISE Corp. factories in Paris, Antwerp and London on the
way to the U.S.A. Although the contract was signed, it was not
ratified by the Czechoslovak Government after the Communists took
control in the May 1946 elections. I was scheduled to return
again to Prague, but fortunately for me I did not do so.

From 1946 to 1948 I was Contract Manager of ISE Corp.,
being responsible for the control of a complicity of agreements.
nost of them licensees in the technical field such as the manu-
facture of coaxial cables. etc.

From 1948 to 1953 I was with International Standard
I'rading Corporation (subsidiary of ISEC) at New York as Sales
Manager, introducing in this country new automatic electronic
systems developed by IT&amp;T foreign factories. Among these was
the Automatic Reservations System installed at Penn. Station in
New York Clty and at the 30th Street Station of PRR Co. in
Philadelphia, and Automatic Pneumatic Tube Systems, a Ticket
Tube System, and an Automatic Grid Winding Machine. I also did
2 lot of work on a new Totalisator System for race tracks, and
orought a prototype from England to the U.S.A. for trial purposes.

The Vice President with whom I worked on Systems
Engineering was Mr. Jammer, who passed away in 1952 at the early
age of 54. This was a very unfortunate occurence and a great
personal loss, as we had done so much delving into the field of
Cybernetics (reference "Cybernetics" and "The Human Use of Human
Beings" by Dr. Norbert Wiener of MIT). Mr. Jammer was both a
medical student and electrical engineering graduate at John Hopkins
Jniversity, and a Licensed Professional Engineer of the State of
Jew York. From our study of the control and communications of the
animal as compared to the machine, we made many interesting plans
for the furtherance of the automatic electronic equipment design.
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AGAIN THE TIME IS RIPE FOR A BIG TRIAL

According to "People's Democracy", June 2, 1951

On May 30 and June 1, 1951, the State Court in Prague
dealt with the case of Ing. Plocek and six co-workers accused by
the State Attorney of punishable deeds of treason, sabotage and
spying. The accused after the year 1945 entered into branches of
the National Front and, so camouflaged, endeavoured to strengthen
and acquire -- under the protective hand of Zenkel, Ripka, Lausman
and Hala -- significant positions in our state and economic struc-
ture. They tried in all their efforts, under the cloak of technical
axperts and apparent ardent workers -- to continue in their
treacherous anti-state activities. Purposely they have aided the
American Trust ISEC (International Standard Electric Company) to
control our weak-current industry (telecommunications), and to
make it dependent upon deliveries so that the Wall Street monopolists
would have the Czechoslovak Republic under its economic and political
influence. They have therefore promulgated various so-called busi-
ness dealings for deliveries of American equipment presumably for
the restoration of the telecommunication equipment destroyed in
the last war. The realization of such plans of the ISEC concern
would however signify -- like all similar aid-actions according
to the Marshall Plan -- the penetration of American capital into
our nationalized industries and its ultimate ruin. The efforts
for control of our weak-current enterprises and its techniques by
the organs of ISEC were in reality an effort to build up a vast
net of spying and sabotage activities in our industry. Its purpose
was to give facilities to the American espionage agents in their
criminal activities. The American Espionage Service cooperated
very closely with the activities of ISEC trust, whose representative
in Czechoslovakia was the accused Ing. A. Plocek, a manager of a
branch factory, Standard Electric Doms. Under the pretence of
representatives of this concern, various imperalist agents and spies
have come to us. The proof of this is that ISEC's representatives
as for instance Col. Brown and spy Vogeler--sentencedlast year
by a Hungarian court -- were at the same time agents of the American
Military Espionage Service.

The State Attorney stressed in his accusation that the
activity of this damaging group characterizes the efforts of the
pre-February reaction, represented by the treacherous leadership
of the national-socialistic parties, liberal and rightist soclal
democrats and the Slovak democratic party, to divide Czechoslovakia
from the mighty alliance with the Soviet Union and to prepare
cround for the restoration of a capitalistic regime.

After the final speech of the State Attorney, defending
attorneys and the accused, the State Court declared, after delib-
eration, the following just verdict:

Ing. Plocek, Franc and Peske - death
Ing. Hradecny - life imprisonment
Ing. Pribik - 23 years
Ing. Koppel and Ing. Hancl - 18 years.

All the accused were further sentenced to a toal
confiscation of their property, monetary fines, and loss of
honorary rights of citizens.



19417 Denby
Detroit 1¢, Michigan
February 15, 1955

Dr. Norbert Weiner
Professor of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Jambridpe, Massachusetts

dear Dr. Weiner.

[ am enclosing an item from my collection of historical covers
vhieh I would like to have vou autograph for me.

\s one of the world's greatest mathematicians, I would be honored
to include vour name among those represented in the collection

Nould you kindly inscribe your signature across the face of the
cover end teturn it © me?

Thank vou, Sir. and best wisher
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Germany, February 16,1955

Prof. Norbert Wiener
Department of Mathematics
Massachusettes Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Mass.,U.S.A.

Dear Prof. Wiener,

I am writing this letter because I am afraid that you
may get in an elbarrassing situation if you are not aware
of certain facts which I explaln below.

Today I met Prof. Metzger. He was extremely angry and
excited, and told me that I had advised you not to come to
Germany because of the German nationalism and the onto-
logical confusion in Germany. Then he went off angrlly
without giving me a chance to talk.

Prof. Metzger has pecullarities. Hé 18 a professor of
philosophy. His emotional excitement overwhelms hls reasoning
power. In his seminar he talks very much about mathematical
logic, set theory etc. without knowing what they are. He 1s
proud of employing mathematical and logical words in his own
way, which contradicts the most elementary concepts of
mathematics and logic. He has not the slightest idea about
the formal deduction, recursiveness, independence of axioms,
completeness and consistency of theorles etc. He has no
distinction between "transfinite" and "(denumerably) infinite",
and is proud of giving a lecture on Hilbert's mathematical
foundation next semester.

He seems to be, in my personal opinion, incompetent in
pure philosophy. When he started a seminar, about ten students
came. The two best students(philosophy major) quitted the
seminar after a few discussions with Prof.Metzger, not because
of theoretical disagreement, but they were disgusted by hls
emotional, untheoretical way of reasoning. when I quitted the
seminar several weeks later, there were only two students
remaining. In my personal opinion, he suffers from a complex
of inferiority. It seems to me that a great incentive of his
inviting you is to show off by doing so. It 1s entirely up to
you to utilize his offer. But a great diplomacy will be needed
tf one tries to maintain a good relation with him.

I do not mean to discourage your visit to Germany.There
are scholars who will benefit by your vislt. Besides sclentists,
I know the following philosophers in Germany with whomyou may
enjoy assoclating.

Prof.Aloys Wenzl,Mlnchen. He came from mathematics and
develops &amp; phllosophy of organlsm.

Prof.Hens Grimm. He came from physics and chemistry, and
writs a philosophy of different cultures.Minchen

Prof.wWilhelm Britzelmayr. He came from mathematlcs, and
leads research in mathematical logic.Mlinchen.

Profs.Plessner and Wein,G8ttingen, relativistic anthropo-
logy based on scientific methods.

If this letter lacks in organization and stylistical refine-
rent, please excuse me.I am writing it between two lectures. This
week some professors from Paris are giving lectures here.I am



nttending as many lectures as I can. Today {heats Prof.
Georges Davy (soclology) and Prof.Destouches(Institut
{enrl Poincare).

jincerely yours,
1
tr r

Maeo Poh Maruyama



Revision: Feb.22,1955
The idealisminphilosophy,which could have been developed to a sub-

jective relativism, turned out to be a dogmatism clalming objectivity
iivorced from reallty.The speculative phllosophy, which could have ex-
plored the dimensions independent from but consistent with the material
reality, has become, in the process of rejecting the inductive and
scientific methods, an arbltrary fantacy of xpaim spoiled and uneducated
children. The existentlaliems, which could have grown to be vigorous
protectors of dynamic individuality and freedom equipped with scientific
tnowledge and practical application thereof sgainst standardization and
totalitarianism, have identified themselves as ignorant anarchists more
Jestructlive than constructive. But our sclientlism and psychologism are
not without difficulty.

W fInaropmmin
POSSluac Vv woe

lifferent sets of axioms, each of the systems veiig weviicwe woo
tradiction within itself, though it may be undecidable,yetthe
lifferent systems contradicting one another. There is no way
fo determine logically which axiom system is absolutely correct.
For if an axiom were logically proved to be correct, it would be
3 theorem and not an axiom. When only one of the existing and
possible psychological systems monpolizes over a society, it
seems absolutely correct, and eliminates the people’s ability
to think in some other ways. This tendency can be observed in
nany parts of the world including the U.S.A. Because of these
dangers of the existing methods of psychological study, and be-
cause of the insufficiency of the scientific and statistical
nethods in social study (partly because of the complexity and
non-causality of the object, partly due to the fact that the
presence of observation affectstheactionsoftheobserved),
ve need to develop a new synthetical way of study, and probably
nave to open a new field. It is impossible, for example, to under-
stand with the American pragmatism what the European culture
means to the Europeans. It is very difficult for some German people

to conceive a society in which one has to (so they say)
practise self-discipline and self-determination, or for some
other German people to extend a spontaneous cooperation beyond
the limit of personal friends or to participate in public affairs,
for such deeds mean to them a lack of self-respect and discretion.

The scale of the work of Prof.N.Wiener and others, to which a name
"eybernetics" has been given, is very comprehensive, Such synthe-
tical approach is urgently needed in all domains of our intellec-
tual activities, including a new direction of research to establish
more universally valid educational principles (not intended to
hinder the development of the regional characteristics) in order
to eliminate unnecessary but inveterate frictions among indiv-
duals or groups of individuals in the world.



Much study has been done on the psychology of individuals in a
society. But as far as I understand with my meagre knowledge, very
little systematic and practical study has been made on the com-
munion of individuals belonging to different cultures, among
whom less informed ones are handicapped by ignorance, and more
informed ones are obstructed by prejudice and rationalization
which are not universally valid. I do not mean here a so-called
"psychological" study which, if employed alone, seems to present
a three-fold danger: firat, a "psychological" theory in one cul-
tural environment is not applicable in another cultural environ-
ment; secondly, its tendency to restrict the viewpoints of the
observation on the activities of the human mind, thus dealing
Fith what may be geometrically called a projection of the human
mind into a space of a fewer dimentions; and thirdly, its sub-
jeetivity, In the study of psychology, a cascade of axioms can
oe set up rather arbitrarily. Logically (logistically) it is
possible to construct different theory systemgby deduction from
lifferent sets of axioms, each of the systems being without eon-
tradiction within itself, though it may be undecidable, yet the
lifferent systems contradicting one another. There is no way
to determine logically which axiom system is absolutely correct.
For if an axiom were logically proved to be correct, it would be
5 theorem and not an axiom. When only one of the existing and
possible psychological systems monpolizes over a society, it
seems absolutely correct, and eliminates the people’s ability
to think in some other ways. This tendency can be observed in
many parts of the world including the U.S.A. Because of these
dangers of the existing methods of psychological study, and be-
cause of the insufficiency of the scientific and statistical
methods in social study (partly because of the complexity and
non-causality of the object, partly due to the fact that the
presence of observation affectstheactionsoftheobserved),
we need to develop a new synthetical way of study, and probably
nave to open a new field. It is impossible, for example, to under-
stand with the American pragmatism what the European culture
means to the Europeans. It is very difficult for some German people

to conceive a society in which one has_to (so they say)
practi8e self-discipline and self-determination, or for some
other German people to extend a spontaneous cooperation beyond
the limit of personal friends or to participate in public affairs,
for such deeds mean to them a lack of self-respect and discretion.

The scale of the work of Prof.N.Wiener and others, to which a name
"oybernetics" has been given, is very comp¥ehensive, Such synthe-
tical approach is urgently needed in all domains of our intellec-
tual activities, including a new direction of research to establish
more universally valid educational principles (not intended to
hinder the development of the regional characteristics) in order
to eliminate unnecessary but inveterate frictions among indiv'-
iduals or groups of individuals in the world.
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Prof. Norbert Wiener
2-155

Dear Prof. Wiener:

It is my privilege and honor to send you this annual communication and to try and con-
vey the thoughts and wishes you would have received from our beloved deceased member of the
TeCoAo Advisory Board, Ivan J. Geiger, if he were here to write this letter to you in person.

We, the members of the Advisory Board, are again requesting your assistance and good will
for one of the greatest, most outstanding and enduring organizations at M.I.T. that is noted for
service to the University Family, to community and college coordination, and for that unequaled
college opportunity for our students to receive assistance "in developing the whole man" by
service to their fellowman.

The T.C.A. year after year, for the past four decades, has never charged any money for
its services rendered to the many thousands of members of the M.I.T. Family by the nineteen
different departments in its organization.

Its income must depend upon its annual drive among the student body, annual solicitatior
among the Faculty, M.I.T. Corporation. members of the Tech Family and friends and relatives of
the M.I.T. Communitve

You will always find a considerate and ready willingness to help you whenever you call on
the T.CoA. for service in theatre tickets, the exchange of text books, the Freshman Handbook,
the spacial desk blotter, the blood bank, the Tech House at Round Hill, the boys! work in Com-
muniity settlement houses, the Religious Action Division, special rooming facilities off campus.
or in any of the other departments in its nineteen divisions.

We will greatly appreciate your help and we want you to know that your assistance will
enable the T.C.A. to continue to carry on its great work in the M.I.T. Community and for you as
3 member of the Tech Family.

The Advisory Board of the T.C.A. has also for many years solicited support for the World
University Service. An enclosed pamphlet describes this great work for students and staffs the
world over.

The enclosed card provides spaces for contributions to both organizations.

Most sincerely yours,
-™ 7

Ai4 ~ = / a

WHC : aw tliam H., Carlisle, Jr. "£8. Advisory Board
U.S. Yon recall a vear aco von forwarded fan T. (0. F #00 and fawn Wie 7 ~~
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NYNAYR ABYDRANIING
THE HEBREW UNIVERSITY
JERUSALEM ne'bwyne

EDWARD 1. J. POZNANSKI

ACADEMIC SECRETARY

THE HEBREW UNIVERSITY, JERUSALEM

AMERICAN FRIENDS OF THE HEBREW UNIVERSITY

9 EAST 89TH STREET

NEW YORK 28, N. Y.

IEl.. ATWATER 88-5200

Riverway Manor, 210 Riverway, Boston

February 16, 1955

Deer Dr. Wiener,

As the Academic Secretary of the Hebrew University in Jerusa-
lem and a member of its Depart. of Philosophy I am on leave here
and IT hope that I shall not intrude upon your time and your
¢indness, if acting on the suggestion of Dr. Harry Wolfson I
shall ask you to be kind ennrugh to give me the opportunity to
meet vou some time during the next two weeks.

Ne expected you eagerly in 1953 on your way to India and
were very disappointed when you visit had to be cancelled.
[ presume therefore that you might be interested in Israel and
in what is going én at the Hebrew University, especially since
there sre so many people interested in your recent work.

May I ask you to drop me a line inaicating when I might
sontact you or your secretary in order to arrange a meeting.

Sincerely yours, Cc
5

ro
fr.

rr. SINANIVBY

Edward Poznanski

Dr. Norbert Wiener
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cembridge.

 wo 5d
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UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA

DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS

STATISTICAL LABORATORY

BERKELEY 4, CALIFORNIA
Fepruary 17. 1655

Dr, Norbert Wiener
Department of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge 38, Massachusetts

Dear Wiener:

I am returning the carbon copy of your
manuscript which has been read here, I shall
appreciate it if you will go over it and check
the minor editorial suggestions, made solely
in the interest of smoothness,

On page 7, the 3d sentence in the 2nd
paragraph, beginning "The determination . ."
is incomplete. Will you please complete it?

I shall appreciate it very much if you
will get the carbon and any revisions back to
me as soon as possible, In accordance with
UC Press regulations, any changes you make in
copy subsequent to the return of this manu-
script, will be considered as author's correc-
tions and will be charged to you, Won't you
please bear this in mind in reviewing your pa-
per now?

Cordially yours,

*  Nevman

JNsCF



Congress of Industrial Organizations

718 Jackson Place, N. W. Washington 6, D. C.
Office of

STANLEY H. RUTTENBERG, Director
Department of Education and Research

Cable Address ''CIOLABOR"

February 17, 1955

EXecutive 3-5581

Sma

Dr. Norbert Wiener

Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts

dear Dr. Wiener:

This will confirm our telephone conversation: in which I extended to

you an invitation to participate in an Automation Conference, sponsored by
the Committee on Economic Policy of the Congress of Industrial Organi-
zations, April 14, in Washington, D.C.

The conference will deal with the industrial, social, and economic
implications of the new technology. It will be a one-day session, the
morning devoted to a quantitative analysis and discussion of the industrial
.mplications and the afternoon devoted to a qualitative analysis and discussion
of the social and economic implications of automation.

In the morning, I hope that you will discuss a subject that might be
phrased, "The Meaning and Implications of the New Technology." Iam
hopeful that John Diebold will discuss "The Application and Uses of
Automation. "

In the afternoon, we hope to have a businessman discuss "Business

Adjustment to Automation' and a public figure address himself to the
subject, "The Implications of Automation for Public Policy." Between the
morning and afternoon sessions, we will have a luncheon when Walter P.
Reuther, President of the CIO and the UAW -CIO, will address the conference

The conference will be limited to about 150 key people selected from
our international unions, representatives of government agencies, as well
1s members of Congress and their staffs.



Dr. Norbert Wiener February 17, 1955

if you are willing to participate, I should be happy to discuss the
proposed conference with you in greater detail.

[ sincerely hope that you will be able to accept the invitation.

Sincerely,

MN
”

- 1

a = 7.  0 =

 4

Stanley H. Ruttenberg
Director

CIO Committee on Economic Policy

liu 1695 cio
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LACKAWANNA 4-1000

February 17, 1956

Dre Norbert Wiener
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Depte of Mathematies
Cambridge 39, Massachusetts

Dear Dre Wiener:

We regret to report that we shall not be
publishing the scientific symposium as planned.
Sc few of those asked were able or willing te
contribute that the project has been droppede

We want to thank you, however, for your
own cooperation, and express our gretitude for
the interest vou have showne

Sincerely,
~ Nn

/ ' AC

~

Sohn Me Willig
Yogas ine

JMfilgelr
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to those ahe aio concern my travels, while I arree thet
they hove bern cilfugely written in the original version znd
sontainad “ro woo in the nature of 2 travelogue, 1 40 not
feel that t..£7 can be cut to advantage as heavily as you szen
to wish, TI am Srring to integrate ny trovels more closely
vith my seclentiflic career, but not =11 my personsl exneriences
108 or have Lzen those of selence. The criterlen 1 =m using
Cor my cuts 1c whether the experiences which I rzlste rally
re bndnos thet I have zeen with my own eyes snd that have made
3 garious imoression on me in 2 way thst 12 not available to the
=yerate Stpurist without my eneclal sort of hackaround. Thus 1
vould he entirely foolish of nme to 2ay anything about a Chinese
theatrical ~roductlion, 2 Merican bull fizht, or the architecture
af an Indlan temple; but it lg not lmproper for me o gay a zood
1221 concerning the studints at a2 Chinese Unlversity, thre
Instituto lacional de Cardbologla, or the »nrescent attitude towsrd
selenze in India.

511 of these travel chapters hove been cut heavily, as
mach 28 possible in zcocordancge with your own sugsestions; but
I sincerely belleve that thsy would los rr bein cut further
Eo any res orntent.
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INDUSTRIAL COLLEGE OF THE ARMED FORCES

WASHINGTON, D. C.

ICAF =2-0/ 18 February 1955

Dear Professor Wiener:

your acceptance of our invitation to speak before the student
body of the Industrial College of the Armed Forces at 10:30 a.n.,
on 11 March was received with pleasure. I am sure that we will hear
much of interest by your inclusion of comments on "Automation and
The Clock.n

If you will advise me as to when and how you are arriving we will
have an escort meet you and provide official transportation while you
are in the city.

fle will have all of the papers in connection with your govermment
~laim prepared and ready for your signature when you arrive.

I assume that you will be our guest at lunchecn at the Fort
McNair Officers! Club following your talk.

If I can be of any further assistance in making your visit this
year to the Industrial College a pleasurable one, I hope you will
feel free to call on me.

Sincerely yours,

B. C. McCAFFE®
Captain, USN .
Chief, Production Branch

Professor Norbert Wiener
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
rambridge, Massachusetts
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Near Frofeggser VWieners

Your acceptance of cur invitation to speak before the student
body of the Industrial College of the Armed Forces at 10:30 a.m.
on 11 March was received with pleasure. T am sure that we will hear
mach of inter: * by your inclusicn of comvents on "Automation and
The Clock.®

If you will advise me as to when and how vou are arriving we will
have an escort meet you and nrovide official transvortation while you
sre in tre citv.

We will have all of the papers in connection with your roverrment
elaty wwangred and yer Creu Li omtture when vem arrive,
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Universitat Southam-ton in Inland hat mich einseladen Ende
21 einen bescnderen Vortrap (Fewley Found tion Lecture) zu
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JUBILE SCIENTIFIQUE

de Monsieur le Professeur Arnaud DENJOY
SOUS | A PRESIDENCE

OBE MONSIEUR LE MINISTRE

DE L'EDUCATION NATIONALE

Paris, le 20 février 1955.

VIONSIEUR,

Les amis et éléves de M. le Professeur Arnaud Denjoy se proposent de célébrer au mois de

juin prochain son Jubilé scientifique.
Le Comité d’'Honneur qui s'est constitué désire donner a cette manifestation d amitié et de

respect tout I'éclat possible.

Le prochain volume du Journal de Mathématiques Pures et Appliquées sera consacré
a la publication de travaux dédiés a M. le Professeur Denjoy.

On envisage aussi la frappe d'une médaille commémorative a l'effigie de Ml. Arnaud Denjoy.
Nous serions trés honorés si nous pouvions compter sur une souscription de votre part pour

nous aider a réaliser ces projets.

Nous vous en remercions a ['avance et vous prions de croire a nos sentiments trés cordiaux.

[LE ComiTE D'ORGANISATION.

| es souscripteurs aul verseront au moins 2000 fr. (environ $ 6) recevront la médaille commémorative du [ubilé.



COMITE D'HONNEUR JUBILE SCIENTIFIQUE de Monsieur le Professeur Arnaud DENJOY

BULLETIN DE SOUSCRIPTION
Monsieur le Ministre de 'Education Nationale.

Monsieur le Secrétaire d’Etat a la Recherche Scientifique.

M. Louis FAGE, Président de I’Académie des Sciences.

MM. Louis bE BROGLIE et Roserr COURRIER, Secrétaires perpétuels de I’Académie des Sciences,

MM. HADAMARD, BOREL, MONTEL, GARNIER, Membres de la Section de Géométrie de I'Académie
des Sciences,

M. pe LA VALLEE POUSSIN, Associé étranger de I’Académie des Sciences.

MM. MAURAIN, VILLAT, CAQUOT, PERES (doyen de la Faculté des Sciences), LAUBRY, CABANNES,
DUPOUY (Directeur du Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique), LERAY, Membres de I'Académie
des Sciences.

M. FRANCOIS-PONCET, Membre de I'Académie Francaise, Ambassadeur de France.

M. SAMARAN, Membre de I'’Académie des Inscriptions et Belles-Lettres, Directeur honoraire des Archives
Nationales.

M. SARRAILH, Recteur de I'Université de Pars.

M. BERGER, Directeur Général de I'Enseignement Supérieur.

M. pe BOURBON-BUSSET, Directeur des Relations Culturelles.

VIM. NORLUND, BERNSTEIN, DULAC, VINOGRADOV, H., WEYL, POLYA, SIERPINSKI, F. RIESZ,
FRECHET, Membres correspondants de la section de géométrie de ’Académie des Sciences.

Je soussigne —

demeurant ——

désire participer a la souscription en vue du Jubilé, pour la somme de —

Signature

Les souscripteurs résidant en France pourront verser leur souscription &amp; M. André Revuz, Institut Henn
Poincaré, 11, rue Pierre-Curie, Pans (5°), C. C. P. 12133-21, Pans.

Aux souscripteurs résidant a I'étranger, qui ne pourraient verser 4 ce compte, nous suggérons de transmettre
les fonds par l'intermédiaire de I'Attaché culturel de '’Ambassade de France

Adresser toute correspondance i :

M. I'’Ambassadeur des Pays-Bas.

MM. les Présidents de I’Académie Royale des Sciences d’Amsterdam, de I’Académie des Arts et Sciences de Boston,
de I’Académie des Sciences de Lima,

M. le Président de la Société des Sciences et Lettres de Varsovie.

MM. les Présidents des Sociétés mathématiques de Belgique, de Moscou, de la Société des Sciences d'Utrecht,

M. Marston MORSE, Docteur honoris causa de 1'Université de Paris,

MM. les Recteurs des Universités de Varsovie, Utrecht, Bucarest.

M. H. HOPF, Président de 'Union Mathématique Internationale,

M. E. BOMPIANI, Secrétaire Général de I'Union Mathématique Internationale,

M. MagrsHALL STONE. ancien Président de I'Union Mathématique Internationale

Comité d'Organisation du Jubilé de M, Arnaud Denjoy.
Institut Henn Poincaré, 11, rue Pierre-Cure, Pans (5°).

M. HYPPOLITE, Directeur de I'Ecole Normale Supérieure.

M. KIRRMANN, Directeur-adjoint de I'Ecole Normale Supérieure,

M. le Président du Conseil Général du Gers.

M. le Maire d’Auch.

M. le Maire de Montpellier.
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DOUBLEDAY &amp; COMPANY, INC., Publisher TMICON AYENTIE. NFW VOB 72 ~ MURRAY HILL 8-5300

February 22 19°75

Dear Professor Wiener:

Thanks for your note and for the Mexican Chapter,
I agree with you in gpirit, certainly, 2nd I hope
that when the work is in I will sgree with you
in detail. I have every reason to think that IT
will. The work is coming splendidly, end as I
caid before, the next step is the printer.

I would prefer, incidentally, that the book come
out in the fall rather than in the spring or sunm-
mer, for obvious ressorns., Plesse let me know if
vou heve any feelings about thie.

T or

Professor Norbert Wiener
Denartment of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of

C2 idoe. Mascechusetts
Technology



No. DB/529
?. GC. MAHALANOBIS, F.R.S, INDIAN STATISTICAL INSTITUTE

CALCUTTA-35

21 February 1955.

Dear Professor Wiener,

I thank you for your letter of February 9.

Reading together your letter of January 20 addressed to me
and your letter of January 31 addressed to Mr. Sundaram at Washington,
I believe it is necessary to consider the following arrangements in
sonnexion with your proposed visit to India.

(1) air (or sea) travel expenses from Burope to India and then to
Japan and San Francisco for you and Mrs. Wiener, subject to

(a) you are trying to ascertain whether Israel will meet your travel
sxpenses from Europe to Israel in which case you will require
travel expenses from Cairo via India and Japan to San Francisco;
or

(b) you may be able to secure a part of the transportation cost either
from India to Japan or from Japan to Sen Francisco, in which case
you would require travel expenses for the portion of the journey
not otherwise covered.

(2) Living and travel expenses within India for you and Mrs. Wiener.

I shall consult with the different institutions mentioned in
your letter and see what can be done to arrange a visit by you to India
roughly from September 1955 till the end of March or April 1956. I
shall write to you again as soon as possible.

Jith best wishes from Rani and myself for Mrs.Wiener and you,

Your °
2s i

NE %. Vv.
LAA

Professor Norbert Wiener,
Department of Mathematics,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
Cambridge 359,
Mass.

Hn
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February 23, 1955

Dr, Norbert Wisner
Yassachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge 39, Mass.

My dear Dr, Wisners
ADVISORY BOARD:

LEO BAECK

ROGER N. BALDWIN

D. A. JESSURUN CARDOZO

EMANUEL CELLER

ALBERT EINSTEIN

NAHUM GOLDMANN

MAX GRUENEWALD

JACOB K. JAVITS

FREDA KIRCHWEY

GEN. JULIUS KLEIN

ADOLF KOBER

THOMAS MANN

HAROLD R. MOSKOVIT

MAX NUSSBAUM

A. A. ROBACK

FRITZ VON UNRUH

This is to thank you = even if a little
belatedly == for your kind letter of January
13, 1955.

The statement which you were good enough
to give us will be one of the highlights of
owr Anniversary Issue,

It will appear on March 25, and we shall
be happy to send you a copy at that time,

Again, please accept our warmest thanks,

Sincerely,

Yanfye
Tr

ho!
Wt

Nica: 2700 Rroadwav. Naw York 285. N VY Talenhone UNiversitv 5.0800 a abla Addrace:. “Aufbau” Now Yarlk



MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
LINCOLN LABORATORY

P. O. Box 73

LEXINGTON 73, MASSACHUSETTS

OPERATING PROJECT LINCOLN February 23, 1955
TELEPHONE

LEXINGTON 9-3370

Professor Norbert Wiener
Room 2-1F%
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Mase

Dear Professor Wiener,

Upon my return from the west coast I have
been delighted to hear such enthusiastic reports of
the Friday evening you spent with us on the East
Campus. I was terribly disappointed not to have the
opportunity to meet you and to share with the others
your enthusiasm for and diversity of acquaintance witl
mant!s guest for truth.

With many thanks for giving so generously
-~urself and of vour time --

Sincerely,
' &gt; 7 »

- »

~ (oodenc-
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Yep Mr. Tiornvueor

I did not at any time tel] P=" =ear Mefizeepr thet you advised
ne not to come to Germany, but Lod thet the general tone
»f your letter sursested to me wn... 6 mlsht not be desirable,
[ hove now decided to eppeor pevsonally in Munich, hut to epesk
nly orivetelyetthephillosonhlcel seminsr znd to avoid 211
nerenaner nubliclty or epn-nirance of propoganda, As to the
recommendation hich you hive wemuested of me, I think the whole
nobter must wold at zuy rote tt 0 I have sgzen you nersonally ond
tno more of you, I mm im by certoin zenocets of your work
hut I have also some doutr’ cous wisdom In hrndling yourself,
fou have heen a blt ~ushf: your relations with me, 2nd I want
to he sure hefore reoommencan:: rou thot thls puckfulnesy 111 not
be : gerious hondl:- Temp mer Cormance ¢f the
rendenlae job,
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Hy trio to India ani I belleve to Ico
I hove aleo zn invitation to Southzmmtom
this yesr, ‘“hether I return from Indi
via Purone or vis Japsn ond Colifornis
re~uest is that you let me know at the «|
Lf thers 1s =ny chrnes of my olving lecturer
the summer of 19545.

A Ne finite.
 Mey of

? 1956
ie All I
ible moment
“fomia in

The idea of three hours 2 wee of lsecturing or s2mdnry lg 2
blt heavy althourh I smicht rrX 1% &gt;4% vith Barsnkin ag 2 colleague.
Lon before I srrive in Caliyornl: © oll be subhatentislly
finichizl with my book on the Grammer »f the Seml-s=et Delrnevz,
This 7111 contain &amp; lot of new moaterizl shout mot ntorization
an? Hradiction and will =o into grect Jdetell on “7 wredletlon
aril on the —rediction theory whish zssoclotea it ’ hoelstivis-
tis time ond even multinle rel-tlvistic time, HW Lo. (sxe
corkine sosliususly on the oonlicetion of our lies oo -uantum
theory, sn. I have hones thet even Telore I hove WL ft 2fnerles, we
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“ebrurry 23%, 1955

srofessor MM. OO. Jundsron
duentional ond Cultus?
Imbaseay of Inile
2107 Meorog=chusetts ‘venur
~shinrton 0, DB, C

Neer Trofessor Sundapzid

“munsellor

I hove just been trying to mske the plans for my yesr broad
tore definite. I orizinally exnected to make mv Isreell til» in
late 4uzuet, just before my Indlan one. This hae vroved to be
\myrecticsble, becouse the Israell Unlversitles wlll bz slwoat
leserted in durust, Thus oy new »l-nc, whieh sre not yet dsfinlte
but wich I will be s=ble to clo-e within a month. re d cbout os
Pal largo

I shall lesve “rith my wife for Turonse the nlddle of lay, end
on Tiey 206, IT sli’ tl+Feorlev Toundsd'tn7 hure 2% South-maton
Then I shally ene veska 3 Bnrdand, awe 4 ve cround the
7¢h of June fr Ter: 1. About the 10th oJ July, 1 shell return
to Europe, hers I shzll sive a talk in 'lunich ond vposzelbly rome
;21ks elsevhere, I »lan to le~ve Tuwrone by Air India for indie
ith my wife some tine esrly or in the mlddle ol DBeplemuer. At
specent 1t ic nesrly indif erent to me from whet Turonesn sirsort
I comence my journey, ~ni I should think th=% Geneva will cuit
me 2g well ns it will pron bly sult you —eoxle. It 1s only with
ay embarking by sir for India thet I expect thet my travel evmenzes
nl those of ny wife will come on your hrnaig,

As to my retvrn to the United Ltrtes, my ~leng are 27111 culte
fluld altho” art to lesve Indic come btilme about the let of
wrdl ¢ 4.on leave the det=il of thizes matters until roth
~ CF rouse Lyae onl ourselves, have more information on the

v4 not tell you hos much “argzret an’ myself are loco ing
© tris, nor hou meh we ¢pnreelste the conclderation
 owe ree repeivins from you and our other Indienwr
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DAVID M. BROUDY
COUNSELLOR AT LAW

29 Gast 10H Street

Fohymis

MURRAY HILL 3-0998

TABLE ADDRESS "DAMBY NEW YORK"

.- f5.

Dr, James R, Killian, Jr.
President M==ssgchuzetts Institute of Technology
111 Mem Piped
Camb-

Dear ID

iy
faa

|x
wa

I send you herewith an original letter dated February
luv, 1955 aireci=l to me, wherein Gotham Re. ~»dins Core
poration makes « ml for produ nooraphic
record of the rec vad'ss in New v :
Wiener and Brown © know, 13
orown spoke in v Februs
ner meeting oo Glu
I acted as Ch: 2 Te.

I have discussed the subject matter of +t» enclosed lete
ter with Lou Bruneau, President, and « “bers of
the New York Club, and it 1s the concensus ..:at the Pro=
ject 1s within the province of Doctors Wiener and Brown
and the Institute, rather than the New York Club, and
that sponsorship would more properly be in the Institute
itself or in the Alumni Association. I therefore am
forwarding the enclosure to you for consideration by
the appropriate agency of the Institute. You or such
agency, of course, may communicate directly with Cothanm
Recording Corporation.

I am advised that the Institute has under consideration
an educational prozram directel + ~~ » “rat Alumni
and others would be enabled to keep a.re=s. wilh respect
to developments in particular areas in which they may
be interested; one of the objectives being to keep in
contact with Alumni so as to continue thelr interest 1i..
the Institute. I can visualize that such a program
might well yield longeterm benefits to the Institute as
well as to the scientific, industrial and business come
mmnity. It occurred to me that perhaps the proposed
recording could b made a part of such prosram,

In givin
might os
cur

made
vi Saba AS

OCN[ LOE

«aliPple
conit tine

ion to the enclosed nroposal. I
thie same 1+ mere "vo barisd ror dige

wedlCatlewecan, of enurse, be
av not think «¢ necessary or ade
Institute to a series of records



Dr, James R, Killian, Jr, February 25, 1955

untill such time as the Institute has had a favorable
experience with the first recording, OCne further
thought = 1t goes without saying that any part of the
recording, which is now on tape, would of course be
subject to change in accordance with the wishes of
Doctors Wiener and Brown.

If I can be of any further assistance in this matter,
please let me know.

Sincerely yours

DMB : ES
ENC.

DAVID M., BROUIX

2 eC

Dr, Norbert Wiener
Department of lMathematles
Yass, Institute of Technology
cambridge 39, Mass,

Professor Gordon Brown
lead of Dept. of Electrical Engineering
Mass, Institute of Technoloxy
cambridge 35, Mass,

ir, Harold E, Lovdell
axecutlve Vice~Tresident
8lumni Assce, of Mass, Institute

of Technology
100 Memorial Drive
Cambridze 39, Mass *

MY.
von

150 Arcauas:
New York Ci.v

Armand L
Mo

. Bruneau, Jr.
. Bruneau

Mr. Carroll W., Boyce
McGraw=~1i11ll Publishing Co.
330 West 42nd Street
New York City
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UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA

DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS

STATISTICAL LABORATORY

BERKELEY 4, CALIFORNIA

February 25, 1955

Professor Norbert Wiener
Department of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge 39, Massachusetts

My dear Wiener:

It is nice to hear that your trip abroad crystallizes
nicely, and also that many of your research projects develop
a8 they should. As I mentioned before, the plans for the
summer of 1956 will begin to take shape in the fall of 1955,
probably about Christmas. If you keep me informed about
your addresses I will let you know about our situatlon.
In the meantime,willyoutellmewhetherwecouldcount
on publishing any of -your new books in our Series.” You
mayremember that sometime in December I asked you this
question but you never replied.

With best regards,

Yours sincerely

J. Neyman

NcJN eee
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American

Management
Association

330 West Forly-Fecond Steel « New York 36 « Judson 6-87100

February 25, 1955

Professor Norbert Wiener
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
cambridge, Mass.

Dear Prof. Wiener:

The Top Management Conference of the General Management Division of AMA
vill meet in New York, May 23-25. The first day of this Conference will
ce devoted to a survey of late developments and progress in various
sechnological fields which are engaging the attention of tor management
across the country. We shall be dealing with automation, computers,
sechnical transformations in manufacturing and materials in power sources,
ete. As a feature of the first day of this conference we are planning
5, luncheon at which we should like to have vou sveak.

This talk would be approximately 30 to 40 minutes in length and we would
picture you pulling together and treating in more general terms the over-
211 scientific and philosophic implications of the technical revolution
that is now impending. We should like to have you follow your own thinking
in the content of this talk. Perhaps it could be entitled "Develoving
Our Technical Potential’, or some such phrase.

Our subsequent papers will deal with the ways of organizing management
effort to take full advantage of the technical changes that are already
spon us. Your thoughts on this subject would set a keynote for the
subseaguent naners.

Je would, of course, pay your expenses and an Honorarium of $300.00.

[ hope you will find it possible to be our speaker. We are to go to press
with our detailed program on March 15. I hove you can let me know before
shat time whether your calendar will permit vou to speak for us.

[ might add that Alex Rathe is working with me in some aspects of this
program and he adds his urging to this invitation.

Cordially yours.

Rede lc 2. Gout §
Frederic E. Pamp, ur
Division Manager
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SWARTHMORE COLLEGE

SWARTHMORE, PENNSYLVANIA

COMMITTEE ON ADMISSION OF MEN

EVERETT HUNT, DEAN

JOHN M. MOORE, ASSOCIATE DEAN

GILMORE STOTT. ASSISTANT DEAN

COMMITTEE ON ADMISSION OF WOMEN

S5UsaN P. Coes, DEAN

DEBORAH O. WING, ASSISTANT DEAN

February 25, 1955

Dear Mr. Wiener:

Arthur Freeman has given your name as a
reference in support of his application for an Open Scholarship
at Swarthmore College. We shall greatly appreciate a frank and
discriminating statement about his intellectual attainments, his
personality, his achievement and promise in activities, and his
qualities as a member of a community. These scholarship awards
are highly competitive and we are always grateful for information
about a boy which is not ordinarily contained in the school
record.

It will be entirely satisfactory if you make your comments
at the bottom of this sheet. Please return-it—&lt;to me by March 10.

Sine
« a wa .

your.

Gilmore Stott
Assistant Dean

Professor Norbert Weiner
53 Cedar Road
Belmont 78, Massachusetts



Mlinchen 19,Landshuter Allee 25
bei Felbinger
Jermany, February 28,1955

Prof.Norbert Wlener
Department of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of
Cambridge 39,Mass., U.S.A.

Technology

Dear Prof. wiener,

I have never requested a recommendation of you. You must
have taken somebody else's(perhaps another Maruyama's) request
for mine. Please make sure that the right person gets your
recommendation.

As 1 understood fully the valuableness of your time, I
11d not expect your personal answer when I wrote to you. I con-
sidered myself lucky if I would hear from your secretary or
1ssistant.

I agree with your opinion that it will be better if you
personally Judge the situation ln Germany. I may study in Heldel-
berg during the summer semester, but hope to have an opportunity
to greet you.

With my cordial gratitude for the time you have spent in
writing to me.

Respectfully yours,
A
|W &amp; oir.
Magorol. ..aruyama



PROF. DR. ARNOLD METZGER MONCHEN 15 28,2.1955
5T. PAULSPLATZ 9

Herrn
Prof. Norbert Wiener
MieI.T.
Cambridge %9, Mass.

Dear Professor Wiener:

I received your letter of February 18th

(written in excellent German). Mrs. Wiener and you will be

heartily welcome by all of us in Munich. I would suggest the

second half of June for your speech. Please let us know at

latest at the end of April (the beginning of the summer term)
which date would be convenient to you. The best thing would

be that you write directly to Professor Aloys Wenzl (Munich 23
Bonnerstrasse 24) because he will arrange in his seminar your

lecture.

Perhaps you will decide against all

hesitations to give a second public lecture. In this case
PIE—

let us know now your decision, because the fRculty or rather

the State Department of Rducation have to invite and recompensate

you.

Meine Frau und ich freuen uns sehr

Sie beide hier zu sehen. Mit den herzlichsten Criissen von

Haus zu Haus

 ba Nr ! 9 eld A
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VETERANS ADMINISTRATIONast Euron Street

Chicago11,Illinois

February 28, 1955
YOUR FILE REFERENCE:

IN REPLY REFER TO: 5225 10ERA

Professor Norbert Wiener
Mathematics Department
Mass, Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts

Dear Professor Wiener:

In the near future, two physicists, Dr. B, K, Clark, and myself, intend
to begin a study of transfer functions in animal end human organisms,
here at the Veterans Administration Research Hospital in Chicago, We are
writing with respect to seversl problems which will confront us at the
begiming of this study,

First, neither of us has the necessary extensive mathematical training te
carry out a rigorous theoretical treatment of this study, go we will per-
force have to satisfy ourselves with a more naive, empirical approach,
fe plan to introduce an electro-mechanical positive feedback into such
physiological control systems as the hand-eye coordination system, con-
brollirg the amount of proportional, integral, and first-derivative (and
perhaps second and third derivative feedback electronically. The numbers
thet we obtain in this way might serve as a practical diagnostic tool, as
well as helping to introduce cybernetic concepts to the medical staff here
in the hospital, Tirst question: do you think that we have a reasonable
chanceofobtainingusefulinformationabouthumancontrol-systemsbythis
approximetemethod,atleastontheblack-boxlevel?

Secord (logically first, perhaps), we do not want to embark on this program
without adequate knowledge of what is being done in the field of cybernetics,
and it has been suggested that perhaps the most direct way of learning where
Information of the most useful kind is to be found would be to write to yous
fe would be grateful if you would "point us in the right directioen® by
Yelling us what books, periodicals, or papers might be applicable to our
programe

Sincerely yours,
: I A.

‘ a V PhJ, of p) ya!’
WILLIAM T. POWERS
Physicist

-

An inquiry by or concerning an ex-service man or woman should, if possible, give veteran’s name and file number, whether
C.XC.K, N,V, H, RH, RS, or loan number. If such number is unknown, service or serial number should be given.



A401 NORTH HAMLIN AVENUE *«» SKOKIE, TLLINOIS * ORCHARD 5-2500

+LBERT ©. SPERRY

PRESIDENT

February 28,1955

Dre Norbert Weiner
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts

Subject: ISA Instrumentation Conference
Dear Doctor Weiner:

I+ has been sometime since | have had the pleasure of meeting with you when
ooth of us participated in the American Society of Nechanical Engineers Sym-
posium in 1952 on the "Automatic Factory"

This occasion made such an impression on the Instrument Society they have
asked me to invite you to participate in another Symposium in September 19554
The Instrument Society of America is holding its national conference in Los
Angeles September 12=16, and on Tuesday of that week, they are planning fo
have a special panel session on the subject "The Automatic Plant" or "Auto-
natisme" They have invited the following speakers:

Seneral Doriot =- Management Viewpoint

De Se Harder == Viewpoint of the Production Executive
~ord Motor Company

Nal ter Reuther == Viewpoint of Labor

Cel ela

Dre Norbert Weiner —= The Philosophy of Cybernetics

They feel that a conference of this type ,taking place in California, will
have great significance, since this area has brought great new impetus to the
develonment of automatic instrumentatione

The men who would be on the program with you have all made significant con-
tributions and should come up with a stimulating discussion. We feel that
no top=level discussion of this sort would be complete without the Father of
Cybernetics, and the occasion is important enouch to warrant vour participation,
'$ + fits in with vour plans.

+ would be a great pleasure to meet and renew my acquaintance with yous

Sincerely,

tbhert  a ODe.
|

AFS cD)
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Tebruary 28, 1955

'r, X, P, Bhatnagar
Graduate Institute |

Indlena Univer.:i’
Bloomin~*n. 7

 CT Methencotlce znd Tephenine
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Can von tell me whether you are rzlste’ tn the
Fhetnagar who died recently in Indias, E most
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In rence to your letter of Pebrusry 25 to President
Killlan = ! the enclosure from the Gotham Her —2ing Coiporstlon,
I chould like to cooperate with you in sni.it. However, I would
11ke to know more sbout the matter helora [ rlva full assent
So the recording of our 77
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“ebruary £28, 1955

“ra, ruth M, Bryan
130 So. Angellino Avenue
Azusa, California

Desr Mrs, Bryon

T think you will be able to Jwire the Sibie situstion

by reading my book, Ez-Prodlsy, published by Simon and Schuster

about two years ego. I think it is clear whet I have to say,there

het Sibila! education wag digastrous.

Jincerely yours,

nrhe Leneqr

windYs » ty
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February 28, 1855

Mr, Richard W, Carlisle, P. E,
One Hunters' Lene
Elmsford, New York

Dear Mr, Carlisle:

[ think we met zlready at the M,I.T. club dinner.
am much too busy at present to meke propaganda, even foo
my own ideas so 1 have no notion as to the technical
difficulties of securing an sccepbance for my ideas,

Sincerely vours.

“orbert Wiener

RIO rfXY el
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Februsry 28, 1955

Yr, Frederic F. Clair
G342 4th Street., E.0.V,
Herfolk, Virginie

Dear Mr, Claim:

T =m afreid that the contraction of matter in the direction

of motion is too established a result of relativity to need

further discussion,

Sincercly yours {

Norbert Wiener

NWigf



february 28, 1855

Dear TC  mde oy }
2

Thank zou for your letter of Fehrus
[ wag kn 2 bad mood when I gnoke $y
I shall he gled at some future time |
delence Found=tion, The fact of the rn
less then three months before leavinz {.
 IL hm enve,2] lectures to write ur £00

-

am afraid
hone,
Jletlonal

v I hove

hroad, and

Thus the matter better stand olf Tor another vcar.
then IT h~~ 7 77 hsve gome real moterlsl $0 «7 Te

™%.
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West - waura,

To Ney eo“ Lenexr
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Februzry 28, 1955

Yr, John D., Gresves
Box 12, Cooner Station
New Yoi'- 7 lew York

™ - HF ray a”Dear Fr, Gravee:

Your letter of Februsr~ 8 finds me Just et the end of
#riting one bee and should to somnenne snother, Resides T
here a seri~ ¢' lectures §.. tra om eeeloghe world
“rin hesinming in Yoy,

Therefore I dust annnc
in wrt 7 and readline.
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February 28, 1955

Kr. Wy D. Zordan, J
Purton House 132-4

My dear Yr. Jorden:

I simply don't like questionnaires, and I am not in the
habit of snswering them, However, 1f you want to discuss
some of your questions for a few minutes, you will be welcome.
I hove far too much to &amp;o now to bother wlth answering

questionnaires.

Sincerely yours

lorhert lener

My of



Februszry 28, 1955

Santzlin Be C. MeCaffree
chief, Production Board
Industrial Colles of the Armed Forces
{oshlinzton. TC

Jessy Cerntaln YMeCaffree

Thi= 23 to confirm my sccentance to the invitation to
gpeclt at the Industri-1 College of the Armed Trr-ec nn March 11
2f 10: 7%:

0.[oT

nnhaln mv tem
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February 28, 1955

¥r. Tremaine FHoDowell
College of Selence, Literature and the Arts
University of Minnesota
‘irnesonollie 14, Minnesota

Dear Vr. McDowell:

“hile the last%hesn't been crossed and the last L
haegn't been dotted about my trip to India for next yesr, the
overwhelming probsollity 1s that this nstter will be clossd
over a week or two,

I make this euggestlion to you. Two of my colleagues
Kerl Deutsch of the Department of Humonltles and »1lllicnm D,
Stehlman of the same department 2re also interested in the
“ionificance of geience snd technology on American civillzation,
Deutsch lg an established socloleoglst, and Stshlmen is a very
2ble 2nd promising younz historian of science, Both cf them
have absorbed very nuch of my peint of view.

Another neme that IT coz2n suggest 1s J. Bronoweikl of the
Coal Boesrd in England, He ig also an excellent man for the
field Tor which he hes a world reosutation,

Sincerely yours,

2orhert diener

TI af
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February 28, 1955
&gt;pofessor P. C. Mahalanobis
Indian Statistical Institute
Jalcutta 35, Indla

Dear Professor Mahalanobis:

I am enclesingacopy of a letter that I am sending at once
so Professor Sundaram. In the meanwhile I am trying to set a
telephone conversstion through with him. Thie ie the right time
»f the year for us to let our houses and the question of a day's
jelay is significant. I should appreciate a settlement to the main
i gsue as early as nossible, Afneecessary, by cable, You will
inderstand that 2 trin of this sort involves a considerable amount
rf finsnclal and other foresight on our part, and the question of
the renting of our houses 1s fundamental, I am sorry that I hed
to put you in the amount of trouble which I am doing, but I don't
gee any other way out.

I repeat the sum total of our request to Indien sources 1s
the following:

(1) Air transportation for my wife and myself from a European
sirport to India. Calro does not come into cecnslderations, as we
shall only spend the early part of the summer in the Near East,

(2) As agreed, all expenses for living in India and trensporta=-
tion within India.

(3) Transportation back home by such route as you shall fix
vith the hope that 1f the Jaspansse trip comes off, you will be
able to commute thls transoortstion for its financial eaulvalent
in a trin beck by way of Japan.

Honing that everything wlll come out ~'«"* =anl thet we shall
see one another ¢ '» 7 1. a2in

Coste TY vNMUDS,

Noe hei nr

TTer~0

r or“nelosure
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am Janunry Ze,
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february 28, 1955

Professor Donald H, Msnzel
Hervard College Cbhservatory
Jembridpe 38, Massachusetts

Dear Yenzel:

L zopreclate very much your requegting my help in the
natter of directions fo authors of se’ &lt;ee rglL While
I very thoroughly understand the ve , 1 would
like to beg off the need to search * SVE TY
rood oY very bad erxamnles.

The point 1s that since my cataract onerastions, my direct
reading of scientific pevers hos hae sv ue « "y because of
the easy Tetlgueabllity of my eye thay 1 gain nost of ny
contact with recent =rticles in the -ascussion of thes with
younger eolleaguce, Thus 1% would a real chore for nme to
search tne literature for example wtraosdinerily well-
rritten papers or zbominebly bo omnes
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ire. John CU, Oszzood
Chalrman, Collocouium Committee
Hervord Graduate School of Education
?7 Center Street
Cormhridre, laszssechusetts
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February £8,
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1955

I hove been regelving repulorly the articles thet you
hove sent, znd I wich that they would continue to complete
my files.

I heave sngeg2d in come trotrast~3 literary vork which
has interfered with the ree-ml. 1° nO UR ONNNCENCE
I promize thot from now ci L wile v2 business like
in acknovledosing reerint 7 ovor0
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Februarbruary £8, 1955

dp, EIndere A, Hoblinson
ZnEmD 20

Deny ip, Hobinsont

"G54, in which

you have a cuestion on sn equation in mv han Exhranolotion,

Internolation,r=Smosthineof Sgation~ry Time S77

suzzest thet you drop in at my office, and we *71 try to

sorrect the error,

Jincerely yours,

lorbert “lener

Wydyed
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february 28, 1955

"rofessor i, 3, Sundaram .
tducztionalandCulturalCounsellor
subassy of India
2107 laceachusette Avenue, I,
‘sghington£2,D,C.

; - oy : - gi ,Jeary Frofecscr Dundasram:

 I have received the enclosed letter from Profezsor Mahofianobis,
I have understood.frompreviouscorrespondencethstthemain1zsue
of wy invitatlicntoIndlawessettled,Inviewofthls,mywife
and I have m2de »nians to let my elty house Tor one yer and oy
suznder house fo two summers. These plens have not yet been broucht
to &amp; conclusion "ut sust be very soon if I 2m to toke the Indien
Erle et sll, I, .erefore, would like to knov both officially
znd on the begls of wour personal sdvwige, whother I esn consider the
st-tus of ay »rovosed Indion tris firm enoush to mo zhesd with my ~lanz

Bogton:
ied m35 A.bedli yoYOR

nf |af thwile 318 4ad 3 tris2 as I 1= r=~1 3it SL1AiO ioooloe ow 5LOod

(1) on the 13%4 of Mey, I 23 £2iling to Southoootonm with my wife ’
be sive the Fawley Youndation Losturs ot the University of Southenm%on
ill our ewpenses froa Moston to Southrimion ineluvdirs cur tny there
‘re tnren oare of by our English hosta,

(2) It hoc been nezescery for ro to move oy trlo to lsr=r1l to
She month of Juna. "While this trip - no certain, if I go zt 13,
311 oxosenges froa Toros Zo TRLOne wWiew . will for from Izrs La sources

(3) Ye shall spend the rest of the summer in Eurone. All exnensen
will be pall for oul of our own poskesd,

(4)3ome time esrly in Dentenmber we nionore to leave by Mr Indls
From whatever Luroncan alrmort 1s convenlent hoth to you and us, for
Boubey. We propose hint our Indieon hosts meet our excensss aboord
ir India,

(5) Jo provose to stay in India untill irte Merch or early foril.
Hare 1% also fells to our Indian hosts to neet 211 or normal livine
xnenses and tioveling evsensog within Indie,

(BG) Je shall then le=ve Tor the Unlted btetes, Cur pleng ore
ancertaln, Je chall either leave br way of Aly Indis in Curons
In wilech case we chell request thot 2ll our erpenges will be sada
until we lend An the United States, with only such stopovers in
‘urope ss ore necessary to set from one plrne to nother; or we
zhiall leave by way of Jonan, in which cess we request the payment
of »ert of our alr or boat tranzportstion exnensze home, e~uzl to
the cost of our expenses home by wey of Turone. If this 1s imnossible
“e £tlll wieh to mrke our Indien trio on th» boole of the first of
the two plans suszmested. We cre tryins to moke us our finsl nlans
28 2crly ef possible, bul the matter of the preclece soy in whieh we
return to the United Stetes on hang over for come months. If you
2n sive us substontlal scssuranee thet this rrovozal is accented by
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Inlien friends-=nand1%doesnot differ very much from the pronoscl
7hlchyoumzdetousinyourlettersofDegenber27ondJemuary1°
and Professor Mahalanotla' letter of June 10, 1054--then we too
accent and are prenared to go ahead with plens whieh seen very
attractive to us, If there’le a substantial me:zsure of doubt
hether these conditions can be fulfilled, then we are/Xf’s no-itien
to let our houses and must regretfullyplanTorournextyerrhers
50 Hel .D,

{ think you will see that there is no really imiortant noins
z% lssue between uz, but that a trip of thls extensiveness nesals
o firm hasls wellinadvance,Plerseletmeknowzttheezrliest
caredible dete whetweouzhttodo,Heanwhlle,mywifeandIthand
jou for the Tavors and conslderstionyouhaveslreadyshown$0 us
22 Wells as for those for wihlehIamasking in this letter,

Jinserely yours

DrheisT irengar

"1 22woFe of
Hk

vnolosure

va 1 0 - TeyieomTF pwoe Te Tn BT eg3S Creregnor rainalandbibls
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February 28, 1955

‘re David Trumper
155 Summit lense
Bala-Cynuwvd, Pennsylvania

vy dear Mr. Trumper:

Many thenks for your letter. I shall try to look at the

paper you have gent me as scon as I will complete an enormous

anount of back work which I had pushed aside while completing

rn book.

Sincerely youre,

Torbert Wiener

Nifigf


